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CONTEXT 
 
“When Donald Trump is elected president, none of this shit 

will matter anymore.” 

  
It was the summer of 2015, just days after Donald Trump 
had announced his candidacy for president of the United 
States. The Republican candidate’s speaking points 
included closing borders and building walls. This was the 
speech where Trump informed his audience that Mexico 
was not sending its best people across the border. No, he 
said, Mexico was sending drug dealers and rapists. 
Adding, “And some, I assume, are good people.”  
  
The aforementioned shit in question was the training 
content I was delivering at an interactive, half-day 
workshop. The training included construction-specific 
Spanish-language skills and cultural-awareness concepts 
designed to help managers improve their communication 
efforts with their largely Spanish-speaking workforce—
while also teaching how Hispanic cultures are different 
from the culture of the United States. I was at this 
particular construction site for two reasons: employee 
retention and safety. 
 
The company’s workforce, overwhelmingly Hispanic, was 
turning over nearly 100 percent each year. Before they 
left for another employer, however, Hispanics were 
getting injured. Often. More than $2 million had been 
spent on workers-comp claims the previous year alone.    
 
Business needs aside, comments like the one above are an 
occupational hazard in my line of work. The middle-aged 
superintendent from Oklahoma who uttered it was not 
happy about being told to learn Spanish or how to build 
trust among Hispanics.
 
“OK. Why won’t it matter anymore?” I asked, genuinely 
curious. 
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“Cuz once Trump is in the White House, he’ll deport all 
the Mexicans.” 
 
“You mean, Trump promised to deport the 11 million 
undocumented immigrants in the U.S.,” I clarified.  
  
“Yes. That’s what I mean. Thank you,” he said with a 
chuckle, appreciating my amendment.       
  
“OK, say Trump is elected,” I began, “and he deports 11 
million undocumented immigrants. Do you think our 
current labor shortage in the industry will worsen?”  
The superintendent agreed this was plausible.  
  
“As a manager, then, with a short supply of talented craft 
workers,” I continued, “won’t it be even more important to 
keep the best Hispanic workers that do work for you?”   
  
“Maybe, but I don’t really care. If they don’t speak 
English and don’t assimilate to American culture, they 
need to go.” 
  
Having only moments earlier discussed the kinds of 
biases and prejudices that can have a negative impact on 
leadership capabilities, I asked, “Do you think the 
Hispanic workers under your supervision feel this 
cultural bias now?” 
  
“Of course. I make sure they do. It’s who I am and what I 
believe.” 
 
It’s been nearly two years since my conversation with this 
superintendent. I’ve thought about him often, curious if 
he’s changed his behavior—one way or another —now 
that Donald J. Trump has indeed become the 45th 
president of these United States. 
  
Regardless of whom you voted for in the 2016 presidential 
election or how you feel about the results, glance around 
at the people near you. We are more similar than we are 
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different. And now—as we’ve always done as a nation—
we must move forward together, in some ways imperfect 
but improving every day. 
  
How we choose to treat one another—be it the Russian 
mason, the Irish operator, the Hispanic welder, the 
African-American electrician, or the white guy sitting in 
the cube next to you—will always matter.  
  
And nearly all, you can assume, are good people. 
 
Thank you for reading. 
 
 
Bradley Hartmann 
February 2017 
Dallas, Texas 
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. . . the most obvious, important realities 

are often the ones that are hardest to see 

and talk about.    

 
 —David Foster Wallace 
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INTRODUCCIÓN 
 
THE EXECUTIVE MADE A BEELINE TOWARD ME following my 
presentation at a construction education conference in 
2015. Striding up to me at the podium, he skipped the 
traditional niceties. 
 
No greeting.  
No introduction. 
 
“Look,” he said, cutting to the chase, “we’ve got hundreds 
of leadership classes for the managers in our organiza-
tion, and not one has to do with preparing them to lead 
Hispanic workers—even though they make up the over-
whelming majority of our workforce.”  
 
I told him his company was certainly not alone.   
 
“So, here’s my question to you.” His index finger shot out 
like a switchblade, inches from my chest. “If the leaders in 
my company can’t communicate with their workforce and 
don’t understand how to change their workers’ behaviors, 
what do they need to know, and how quickly can we train 
them up?”   
 
The question was simple. The answer—a bit harder to 
articulate. I started by describing my company, Red 
Angle, our niche in the industry, and what it is we do. 
Then I stopped midway through, took a deep breath, and 
repeated the question back to the exec. 
 
“What do they need to know, and how quickly can we 
train them up?”  
 
The executive nodded and peered at me expectantly. 
 
“What do they need to know?” 
What you hold in your hands now (a couple years too late 
for this particular executive, I’m afraid) is the answer to 
that question. Good to Excelente distills the fundamental 
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lessons from Red Angle’s collaboration with more than 
one hundred companies and our training of thousands of 
employees across the country. 
 
The two broad answers to this question comprise the two 
parts of Good to Excelente: culture and language.  
 
Culture has been called the “software of the mind” by 
Geert Hofstede, the Dutch social psychologist and 
founding father of cultural intelligence inside the 
organization. In Part I, I will dissect the most relevant 
segments of his research to improve your ability to 
persuade, influence, and establish trust with your 
Hispanic workforce. 
 
The second part of Good to Excelente is focused on 
language.  
 
Learning a foreign language can be tricky. And given the 
lack of funding these days to language programs in this 
country’s school systems, the language landscape for our 
children is looking starker and starker. Even in schools 
where foreign languages are still taught, proficiency isn’t 
a guarantee. 
 
“I took three years of high school Spanish and other than 
swear words, cerveza, and baño, I can’t speak a lick.” 
 
I hear variations of this statement so often I now begin 
my Construction Spanish workshops by asking for a show 
of hands to whom it applies.   
 
But fear not!  
 
Having majored in Spanish in college, spent some time 
living in Mexico, and connected with Spanish speakers on 
the job for the last 25 years, I can tell you personally that 
learning basic, relevant Spanish skills that you can apply 
immediately isn’t nearly as difficult as you might think. 
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I’ll show you the fastest path to speaking relevant 
Spanish on the job.   
 
“How quickly can we train them up?” 
The philosophy at the heart of Good to Excelente centers 
around a concept called the Minimum Effective Dose 
(MED). The term was originally conceived by Nautilus 
founder Arthur Jones, but I first learned of the MED from 
Tim Ferriss, author and self-described human guinea pig, 
who adopts the concept of the MED in his book The 4-

Hour Body. 
 
Through his books, podcast, and television show, Ferriss 
is in constant pursuit of achieving maximum results with 
the smallest amount of effort possible.     

From speaking with high achievers about the MED, I’ve 
learned that many initially recoil at its definition. 
 
“What?” they exclaim. “The smallest amount of effort 
possible? That sounds more like laziness. Not to mention 
it contradicts the lectures I give to my ten-year-old about 
learning long division!”   
 
I know.  
 
Frame it this way: the MED is the smallest dose that will 
produce a desired result. Anything beyond the MED is 
wasteful and redundant.  
 
The analogy Ferriss uses is boiling water. Water boils at 
212 , plain and simple. After that, adding any more heat 

THE MINIMUM EFFECTIVE DOSE 
The smallest dose that will produce a desired result. It’s 
not laziness, it’s focusing on what you want to achieve 
and then executing a plan to produce that result as 
efficiently as possible.   
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or extending the time after boiling is unnecessary. You 
have already achieved the desired result: boiling water.  
 
Congrats, now go do something else with your time, 
energy, and focus.  
 
The same idea applies here. The goal of Good to Excelente 
(G2E) is to get you trained up as quickly as possible and 
with only the most necessary information and insights 
required to deliver the desired results—helping you 
become a better leader to everyone on your job, regardless 
of cultural background or language preference.  
 
The diagram below illustrates the G2E Leadership 
Framework. Your ability to lead is shaped by two things: 
what you say and what you do. That’s it. 
 

 
Your awareness of culture will drive your leadership 
behavior (what you do). Your awareness of language will 
drive what you say. However, culture will inform what 
you say and language will inform what you do. 
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When combined, you will be able to more effectively 
establish trust—the foundation of leadership and 
meaningful relationships. Once you’ve established trust, 
achieving your goals of productivity, retention, safety, and 
sales (or any combination of these) becomes more 
realistic.  
 
Only after you’ve established trust can you begin to think 
about going from good to great to excelente.   
 
Good to great to excelente 
Flywheels. 
Hedgehogs. 
Doom Loops. 
Level 5 Leaders. 
 
And a lot of metaphors involving people, buses, and seats.  
 
Good to Great, by Jim Collins, is one of the best-selling 
business books of all time. Listing above just a few of the 
catch phrases from the book instantly teleports me back 
to 2002, just after the book had come out. After reading 
Collins’s instant classic, I, like many people, was 
hooked—so much so that a co-worker of mine would tally 
the number of times I would reference it during meetings. 
The ratio typically hovered near 1:5—one Good to Great 
reference for every five minutes of meeting time.      
 
And why not? 
 
Every company wanted to learn the secrets of making the 
leap from good to great. The book delivered memorable 
stories and a common language for framing leadership 
and managerial challenges. 
 
Good to Great is a book about the past 
Jim Collins already had the answers to the test. Before he 
even set out to write his book, he started with a simple 
question: “Which companies have been the most profitable 
over the past 30 years.” With this premise in hand, his 
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team began reading articles, press releases, and 10-Q 
reports and then interviewed scores of executives, 
collecting anecdotes and advice about what these 
companies had done to become so great. 
 
Good to Excelente is a book about the future 
Organizations across the country are struggling to adapt 
to an increasingly Hispanic workforce and grappling with 
what that means for the allocation of the Holy Trinity of 
corporate resources: capital, talent, and time.   
 
The future will increasingly be described as el futuro. 
Spanish will increasingly be the language of preference on 
the job. And behavior will increasingly be rooted in 
cultural dimensions different from our own “American” 
culture.   
 
The excelente companies of tomorrow will be the 
organizations that understand the growing Hispanic 
workforce and learn how to attract, hire, train, and retain 
it consistently.  
 
Different cultures see the world differently.  
Hispanic cultures are no exception. 
 
Hispanic cultures raise their children differently, form 
ideas differently, teach differently in schools, and interact 
with authority differently. All these differences have an 
impact on Hispanics’ behavior in the workplace and on 
your ability to lead.        
 
As we will discuss in Chapter 1, many companies have 
recognized the large and growing Hispanic workforce. To 
become excelente, though, your organization will need to 
accept this truth as well—and then act upon it. 
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We’re in America, right? 
In America, we speak English. 
 
We’re the most immigrant-friendly country in the world. 
All we ask is that, once here, immigrants assimilate, just 
like our ancestors did when they first arrived here. 
 
Right? 
 
Well . . . 
 
Regardless of where you stand on this issue personally, 
from a business perspective, this misses the point. After 
all, let’s not forget why you’re here: productivity, safety, 
retention, sales. You’re running a business, not a country. 
But! The politics of immigrant employees and the related 
cultural barriers no doubt present in your workforce still 
play a part in all this.  
 
The point of this book is to help you learn more about 
your Hispanic workforce and their culture and language. 
Because the more you know about them, the better 
equipped you’ll be at effectively managing them. And the 
better you are at that, the better your business will be. So 
set aside your personal thoughts on patriotism and focus 
on the brass tacks at hand: capitalism. 
 
Be a capitalist  
Back in 2012, I was finalizing a Red Angle contract. A  
trio of successful pilot programs and the green light from 
multiple layers of management had landed me in the 
CEO’s office of a billion-dollar construction firm.  
 
The pen was in his hand, literally on the dotted line. 
“Before I sign this,” he said slowly, “I gotta ask. Are you a 
Democrat?” 
 
Caught off guard by the non sequitur (at no point in the 
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courtship-to-partnership process had anyone in the 
company discussed politics), I feigned a hearing problem.  
 
“I’m sorry, sir. Can you repeat that?” 
 
“C’mon!” he roared, with an air of mischief in his voice. 
“You’re from Chicago! You’re a white guy helping people 
speak Spanish to Mexicans! Of course you’re a Democrat! 
I got a few questions for you, then . . .” 
 
One quick glance around the table at his lieutenants told 
me there was no cavalry coming to my rescue. 
 
“Seriously. You’re a Democrat, aren’t you?” he asked 
again. He seemed like he actually wanted to talk about 
this. Now.   
 
Of all the scenarios I’d planned for to seal this deal, this 
was not one of them. I decided to put my thumbs together 
and go all in on this hand.  
 
“If you want to talk politics, let’s go grab a drink and chat. 
But this isn’t a political issue we’re dealing with—it’s 
financial. You spent several million dollars last year in 
workers’ comp claims, 85 percent of which were injuries to
Hispanics. Three workers have died on your jobs in the 
last 18 months. All three were Hispanic. Your executive 
team estimates your annual rework north of $10 million, 
and field management tells me communication is a 
constant frustration. You employ a few hundred foreign-
born Hispanic craft workers, yet none of your training is 
in Spanish . . .”  
 
I paused, catching my breath.   
The CEO’s gaze was steady, betraying nothing.   
 
To hell with it, I thought. I might as well finish my little 
speech with a flourish.    
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“So, am I a Democrat? I’m a capitalist—just like you. We 
can help you and your team keep your hard-earned 
money, unless you enjoy doing all this for practice. With 
all due respect, I’d rather get to work than talk politics.” 
The CEO stared at me. 
The rest of the table stared at him.  
“Fine then,” he said abruptly.  
 
He looked down, swirled his signature illegibly on the 
contract, and got up and left. He didn’t utter a word to 
anyone on his way out.  
 
Choose profitability over politics  
This book is not for everyone.  
That’s OK.  
 
I’m not for everyone, and neither are you.  
 
This isn’t a political debate.  
It’s far more practical.  
 
The value of your business is the sum of its future 
earnings. And your future earnings are directly tied to 
those who perform the work. Now and—increasingly—in 
the future, the Hispanic workforce will drive your 
profitability.  
 
We’ve got work to do and we can only get it done working 
together. Jack Welch, the legendary CEO of General 
Electric, called candor the biggest secret in business. 
Neither you nor I have the time to tiptoe around sensitive 
topics or muddle through the morass of political 
correctness. 
 
If your workforce is Hispanic, you have a choice to make: 
profitability or politics?   
 
If you struggle separating the politics involved from the 
practicality of working together with the Hispanic 
workforce, I recommend you close this book now and read 
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something else. 
 
Life is too short. 
 
Focus on something else.  
 
Because sometimes the hardest things to see are right in 
front of us. 
 
Recognition without acceptance  
“We do cultural-intelligence training all the time.” 

 
This statement surprised me. Although I’ve discussed 
with dozens of construction firms the concept of cultural 
intelligence—training employees to understand the 
differences among cultures and how those can affect 
leadership and management (in this book, we’ll refer to 
this as one’s “cultural IQ”)—none included cultural IQ 
training as a standard discipline.    
 
“That’s great,” I replied to the executive of a project I was 
working on, impressed. “Tell me more about it.” 
 
“Sure,” he said. “We’re a global company, so when we 
construct a liquefied natural gas plant in Indonesia and 
we send someone from, say, Atlanta, we need to equip 
that employee with the cultural skills to lead 
intelligently. What we do here won’t necessarily work 
there.” 
 
I admitted my lack of experience building Indonesian 
liquefied natural gas plants and then asked, “So, what 
kind of training is involved prior to making one of your 
employees an expat?”1 
 
“There are full-day workshops that include role playing 
and activities that help you to think differently, to see the 
world through a different lens. It’s important because 
when you manage workers from a different culture, you 
need to understand the context from their perspective, 
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including some of the history, basic geography, their 
beliefs, their values, customs—all that stuff is important.” 
 
“Do you conduct cultural IQ training for all cultures 
where you work?” I asked, trying to understand the scope 
of their training.  
 
“Pretty much. If we have a job where the workforce is 
culturally different, we need to be sensitive to that and 
prepare our teams for it.” 
 
I agreed. “Given the billions of dollars’ worth of jobs you 
have here in the United States, have you been through 
cultural IQ training for Hispanic cultures?” 
 
He paused. I heard a brief, forced exhale through the 
phone.  
 
“You mean. . . Spanish? Projects in Spain?” he asked, his 
voice rising a few octaves. 
 
“No, I mean projects in the U.S. built largely by workers 
from Mexico or Guatemala or Puerto Rico or the 
Dominican Republic,” I said. 
 
Silence.         
 
I continued, “There’s a large percentage of Hispanic craft 
workers on your jobs here in the U.S., right?” 
 
“Oh, geez,” the executive began. “Yeah. Probably 90 
percent. Or more.” 
 
“I would guess that with cultural IQ training being so 
common, it would be done on jobs where 90 percent of the 
workforce is culturally different. Hispanics are culturally 
different, right? With a different perspective on history. 
With different beliefs, values, and all that important 
stuff.”    
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There was irritation in the executive’s voice. “Sure, but 
we’re in America. We don’t need to do cultural IQ training 
for jobs here in the United States.” 
 
“Why not?” I asked.  “Well, to be honest, that’s their 
problem. Not ours.” 
 
Whether you are building in Indonesia or Indianapolis, 
your ability to connect, persuade, influence, and 
ultimately solve problems with the workers on the  
job will determine your success.  
 
The workforce is changing.  
Culturally, it is increasingly Hispanic.2  
Linguistically, it is increasingly Spanish.3 
 
These changes are happening on your job—and it’s up to 
you to address them. Or rather, it’s your opportunity to 
become excelente. 
 
The G2E Leadership Framework 
This book is broken down into two parts—culture and 
language. Each part has three chapters.  
 

 
 
As you can see in the diagram above, the arrows on the  
far left and far right are two-sided. Culture affects  
language  and vice versa. 
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Part I is designed to help upgrade your cultural IQ 
quickly.  
 
But why address culture first? Good question.  
We will address culture first because you can still become 
an effective leader of Hispanic employees without any 
actual Spanish-language skills—Red Angle has helped 
executive teams do just this by ensuring that a coherent 
strategy focused on Hispanic workers and in accordance 
with Hispanic cultures is in place for their business.   
 
For example, efforts to attract, hire, train, and retain the 
best available craft workers should take into account 
cultural background. 
 
As you’ll see throughout this book, individuals from differ-
ent places think differently. Intuitively, we know this, yet 
few companies carry this understanding through to their 
operational decision making. In marketing, we would de-
velop different “buyer personas” for each segment of the 
potential customer base. Small adjustments would be 
made in messaging, placement, or delivery method based 
on the customers’ cultural preferences.  
 
The same concept applies here. If you don’t have the right 
cultural IQ, you won’t be able to effectively manage and 
lead a culturally diverse workforce. 
 
From my experience at Red Angle and from working with 
hundreds of executives, I often witness leaders having 
aha moments where operational observations of the His-
panic workforce are coupled with insights about Hispanic 
cultures. When this happens, operational adjustments 
seem obvious only in retrospect.        
 
Two parts, six chapters  
In Chapter 1, Recognize and Accept La Realidad, we pro-
vide insights and dispel myths around our current real-
ity—la realidad—to ensure we begin from a solid founda-
tion of facts.  
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In Chapter 2, Understand the Origins, we walk through a 
brief tour of the top five most populated Hispanic coun-
tries of origin (or commonwealths, as we address Puerto 
Rico) to gain a better understanding of how history and 
geography have shaped their cultures, including a closer 
look at each country through five specific lenses: people, 
places, events, concepts, and food. 
 
In Chapter 3, Distinguish Among the Dimensions, we in-
troduce the pioneers of cultural intelligence and highlight 
the most fundamental cultural dimensions that apply to 
being able to lead Hispanic workers on the job effectively. 
 
Part II focuses on language-learning strategies and tac-
tics not taught in schools to help you speak and under-
stand Spanish on the job.  
 
In Chapter 4, The Secret of the Spanish Twins, we reveal 
the fastest way to acquire new words and phrases that 
are relevant to your business.  
 
In Chapter 5, Embrace the Equation, we break down the 
three language-training factors that, if practiced, 
guarantee language retention.  
 
Lastly, in Chapter 6, Forward with (micro) Fluency, we 
discuss small steps you can take to move toward job-
specific Spanish fluency.   
 
Now that we’ve outlined the six chapters of the book—
what’s at stake?  
 
Improve productivity 
Cultural and language barriers often introduce potential 
ambiguity at work, which can inhibit productivity. The 
goal of every job is to do it right the first time. However, 
when culture and language differences enter the 
equation, a lot can get lost in translation, preventing you 
from getting something right.  
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It’s like the game Telephone: one person creates an origi-
nal sentence and shares it with the person next to him, 
who listens and then repeats it to the person next to her, 
and so on until it gets to the final person, who inevitably 
hears something completely different from what the first 
person said. In a children’s game, it can be amusing. On 
the job, it can be frustrating, inefficient, and potentially 
dangerous. 
 
As we dig deep into the cultural dimensions, you will 
learn specific tactics and techniques to ensure work is 
done right the first time. Most importantly, we will reveal 
how cultures differ in terms of trust.  
 
It is often said that among speed, quality, and price, you 
can only pick two. That is only true when there is a bias 
toward distrust. In high-trust relationships, you can 
achieve—and come to expect—all three. Think of your 
best customers. For them, you bend over backward to 
deliver speed, quality, and price.   
 
However, trust must be earned. 
 
Improve safety 
Hispanics are disproportionately 
more likely to be injured or killed 
while on the job. The 
Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) has made 
Hispanic outreach a national 
focus. OSHA notes:     
 
While overall workplace fatalities have dropped 20 percent 
in the last decade, workplace fatalities among Hispanic 
workers, especially those working in the construction 
industry, have risen almost 35 percent in the same period.   
As the industry attracts new, inexperienced workers, 
often hired by second-, third-, or fourth-tier 
subcontractors, Hispanic injuries and deaths will rise.   
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Increase retention 
People don’t quit their jobs—they quit their leadership.  
If you are facing labor shortages now, just wait. It will get 
worse before it gets better. Yes, you will want to search 
for new talent, but start by differentiating your company 
to ensure your best workers don’t leave.  
 
Increase sales 
Despite their immense and growing numbers, Hispanic 
customers4 are often overlooked and misunderstood. As 
we’ll discuss in Chapter 3, a hallmark of the Hispanic 
culture is its collectivist nature and family focus.  
 
Family is a relative term (pun intended) among 
Hispanics. Family refers to an extended version that 
includes cousins, second cousins, friends, and friends of 
friends. Word-of-mouth referrals are extremely persua-
sive in Hispanic cultures. As a result, word-of-mouth is 
also the strongest—and the cheapest—form of marketing. 
 
Additionally, as the 2016 Kauffman Index of 
Entrepreneurial Activity Noted: 
  

Reflecting the longer-term trends showing rising Latino rates 
of entrepreneurship and a growing share of the total U.S. 
population, the Latino share of all new entrepreneurs rose 
from 10 percent in 1996 to 21 percent in 2015.5 

Good to Excelente leadership model redux 
Leadership can be distilled down to two activities: what 
managers do and what managers say. That’s it.  
 
Culture is a collection of habits. Although your team may 
be managing things, without understanding these habits, 
they’re not leading people. 
 
Now, let’s begin the process of improving from good to 
excelente.
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. . . the future depends on man’s being able to transcend 

the limits of individual cultures. To do so, however, he 

must first recognize and accept the multiple hidden 

dimensions of unconscious culture, because every 

culture has its own hidden, unique form of unconscious 

culture.   

 
 
—Edward T. Hall,  
   Beyond Culture 
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RECOGNIZE AND ACCEPT LA REALIDAD 
 
FROM MY COLLABORATION WITH RED ANGLE CLIENTS across 
the country and from helping them with their efforts to 
attract, hire, train, and retain Hispanic workers more 
effectively, one thing has remained clear: nearly everyone 
is aware of the value of the Hispanic workforce. 
Recognition, it seems, is not the issue.  
 
Yes, they’ll say, Hispanics are a critical component of the 
workforce. And yes, in the future, there will be more 
Hispanics on our jobs, not fewer. And, oh yes! Hispanics 
are indeed hardworking.  
 
And yes, there is currently a labor shortage, and we need 
all the talent we can get. And of course, clear 
communication is critical on the job.  
 
I hear this same feedback—on occasion begrudgingly, but 
most often candid, devoid of emotion—everywhere I go, 
from Seattle to Chicago to San Antonio to Charlotte. 
 
I often recap the conversation for clarity. “So, there are a 
lot of Hispanics, and they are hardworking, growing in 
number, and essential to our business. Is that accurate?” 
 
Heads nod. No, recognition is indeed not the issue. From 
the C-suite to the jobsite, many have recognized the 
reality—la realidad—of the growing Hispanic workforce 
and demographic but are slow to accept it. Doing so is a 
necessary step toward embracing Hispanic cultural 
differences as a competitive advantage.  
 
While we have thousands of crumbling bridges across the 
nation, we talk about building walls along our southern 
border. 
 
While we have a national labor shortage, we talk about 
deporting millions of Hispanics—the very people who 
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represent (at least part of) the solution. The more we 
listen to—and buy into—the divisive political commentary 
dominating the news, the clarity of our reality diminishes. 
We stop trusting our own eyes and ears. We discount the 
diverse collaboration we see on our jobs every day.  
 
We opt for the punch line instead of logic. 
We outsource our thinking.  
  
Accepting our reality begins with a few facts. In this 
chapter, we will review ten fundamental facts about 
where we stand today. Surely there are more details 
worth knowing, but consistent with our philosophy of the 
MED—the minimum effective dose—these quick shots of 
vital information will provide an effective baseline of 
knowledge from which to improve your leadership and 
understanding of the Hispanic workforce. 
 
 

1 UNO   

So, what does Hispanic actually mean? (And while we’re at it, Latino.) 
First things first: Spanish is a language. Hispanic is an 
adjective describing individuals with some ancestral 
connection to Spain.  
 
All too often, I hear well-meaning people refer to 
“Hispanic speakers.” I’ve learned to control my impulse  
to interrupt the speaker immediately and lecture them  
on the difference between the two... Many Hispanics— 

but not all—are Spanish speakers. See the difference  

there, sir?   
 
It’s a conversation killer, let me tell you.   
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Help me spread the word.  
 
What about Latino? 
During a cultural IQ workshop in New Jersey last year, I 
asked a Hispanic employee which term she preferred—
Hispanic or Latina. 
 
“I find the term Hispanic offensive,” she said with disgust. 
“It’s a word the government made up to group Mexicans, 
Puerto Ricans, Guatemalans, and other Spanish speakers 
into the same bucket to make it easier on them.” 
 
That is absolutely true.  
 
The term Hispanic officially 
arrived in the mid-1970s1 as 
bureaucrats in Washington 
were trying to understand 
how many, well, Hispanics, 
lived in the country. The 
committee needed a catch-all 
term in lieu of “Spanish 
speakers,” because, after all, 
many Hispanics living in the 
United States do not speak 
Spanish; many are quite 
fluent in English. 
 
The committee determined that both Hispanic and Latino 
were acceptable, if not flawed, synonyms for individuals of 
Spanish and Latin American descent, respectively.       
 
So . . . what should I say?  
Research conducted by the Pew Research Center revealed 
that Hispanics do not overwhelmingly favor one over the 
other. But among those who do have a preference, 
Hispanic is preferred over Latino 2:1.2 
 
How do Hispanics and Latinos self-identify? Hispanics 
identify with their country of origin. For example, ask 

HISPANIC

LATINO

NO PREFERENCE

50%

33%

15%

 Hispanic or Latino?  
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someone from Honduras to identify between Hispanic, 
Latino, or Honduran, and they will overwhelmingly prefer 
Honduran. That is, after all, the country they came from.     
 
For a Puerto Rican, given the option between Hispanic, 
Latino, or Puerto Rican, they will overwhelmingly prefer 
Puerto Rican. 
 
You get the idea.  
 
Having had this discussion for years now, I’ve learned it’s 
better simply to ask individuals which designation they 
prefer. When they answer, ask them why, then use that 
terminology.  
 
Which countries are Hispanic? 
Hispanic and Latino generally refer to the following 20 
locations ancestral to Spain: 

In short, this list comprises Mexico and all the countries 
in Central and South America, with the exception of Bra-
zil (they were under the Portuguese empire, hence all the 
Portuguese spoken there), Haiti (French) and those three 
South American countries you always forget during 
games of Trivial Pursuit: Guyana, Suriname, and French 
Guiana.  
 
 

North America (1) 
Mexico3 
 
Central America (7) 
Guatemala             Nicaragua          Honduras 
Belize                      Costa Rica 
El Salvador            Panama 
 
South America (9) 
Colombia                  Peru                 Argentina 
Venezuela                 Bolivia             Paraguay  
Ecuador                   Chile                Uruguay 
 
Islands (3) 
Puerto Rico               Cuba               The Dominican Republic 
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Spanish-Speaking Countries Near You 

Argentina

Colombia

Peru

Bolivia

Chile

Uruguay

Paraguay

Brazil

Puerto Rico

Cuba

Mexico

Guatemala

El Salvador Nicaragua

Costa Rica
Panama

Honduras
Belize

Venezuela

Dominican Republic

Ecuador
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How many Hispanics are there? 
As of February 2017, there were 57 million Hispanics 
living in the United States.4 With the total U.S. 
population at around 320 million, Hispanics represent 
about 18 percent. 

 
If you must guess . . .  
Mexican and Puerto Rican heritage (64 percent and 10 
percent, respectively) represent three out of every four 
Hispanics in the United States. In Chapter 5, we’ll 
introduce a simple script to help you ask Spanish 
speakers where they are from. We’ll play the odds here 

2 DOS

Source: U.S.Census Bureau 
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and prepare you for the two most common responses: 

Mexico and Puerto Rico.  

 

Born in the U.S.A. 
Note from the chart (page 29) that 33 percent of Mexicans are 

foreign born. That means 67 percent of Mexicans in the 

United States were born here. Many Red Angle workshop 

participants are surprised by this statistic, suggesting the 

figure should be flipped.  

 

Are you sure? Two out of every three Mexicans were born 
in Mexico and came to the United States illegally, right? 
Wrong.  
 

When you hear people throw around the phrase, “Go back 

to where you came from!” let them know that for two-

thirds of Hispanics of Mexican descent, that is more likely 

to be across the street than across the border.       

 

Not born in the U.S.A. 
Other than Mexicans (33 percent), Puerto Ricans (2 

percent), and Spaniards (15 percent), the other seven 

countries of origin are more than half foreign born. 

Throughout the following chapters, we will stress the 

importance of understanding what percentage of the 

general Hispanic workforce in the U.S. is foreign born.  

 

For these individuals, we will have to develop systems 

and processes to better understand their language 

preference, as well as their ability to read and write 

Spanish or English.  

 

Specific to safety on the job, foreign-born workers often 

have years of reinforced behavior in their native country 

that frames their idea of safety. Few have safety stand-

ards on par with those in the United States, which is 

partly the reason why Hispanics are disproportionately 

more likely to be injured or killed on the job. (More on 

that in Chapter 3.) 
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3 TRES 
They’re not all Mexicans. 
While speaking to a construction-management class at  
a Midwestern university last year, I asked the class if 
anyone experienced language and/or cultural barriers 
on the job. One student raised his hand immediately. 
 
“For sure,” he began. “Last summer, I interned at a 
concrete construction company, and all the workers were 
Mexicans. I was one of the few white guys out there.” 
 
“How do you know they were all from Mexico?” I asked.  
 
The student gave me a confused look. “Um, whaddya 
mean?” 
 
“You said ‘all the workers were Mexican,’” I repeated for 
clarification. “I’m just curious how you knew they were all 
from Mexico, instead of, say, Puerto Rico or Guatemala.” 
 
“Oh, I see what you’re saying,” the student said, relieved.  
 
“I guess I don’t really know. If they had dark skin and 
spoke Spanish, we called them all Mexicans. Is that. . .  
no good?” 
 
That is, to be sure, no bueno.  
 
Want to piss off a Mexican?  

Call him a Guatemalan.  
And vice versa.  
 
Want a Salvadoran to see red?  

Call him Honduran.   
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And vice versa. 
 
For those looking to increase their ability to lead and 
develop trust with their Hispanic workforce, this common 
misunderstanding is the easiest way to lose credibility 
and respect.  
 
Yes, nearly 65 percent of all Hispanics in the United 
States are from Mexico. But while I’m not that good at 
math (I majored in Spanish for a reason), I’m fairly 
certain 65 percent does not equal 100 percent.  
 
You may know this intuitively, but to be clear: it is not 
recommended to refer to any dark-skinned Spanish 
speaker as a Mexican. This is an ignorant mental 
shortcut.   
 
Although the odds are in your favor, it is more prudent 
simply to ask people where they are from—¿De dónde 

eres?—which we will cover in more detail in Chapter 5. 
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4 CUATRO 
Everybody is all-American. 
We Americans are a patriotic bunch. We tend to believe 
we are the best at pretty much everything (often 
objectively true, thanks to people like Michael Phelps). As 
such, many believe that the world should conform to us.  
 
Americans rule. 
And Americans speak English.  
 
Except, no. . . that is false.  
Most Americans actually speak Spanish.  
 
We “Americans” (U.S.A.! U.S.A.!) often forget about those 
beyond our borders. In fact, there are multiple Americas: 
North America (including Mexico), Central America, and 
South America.  
 
It might surprise you to know that these people also refer 
to themselves as “Americans.” 
 
Back in 2016, I had the pleasure of meeting an employee 
of a client I was working with at the time, Ana-María 
Phillips. After talking with Ana-María and learning about 
some of her backstory, I realized she has a unique 
perspective on this “American” designation. The daughter 
of Welsh/Italian and Guatemalan parents, Ana-María was 
born in Panama. Her father was in the military and was 
later reassigned to Paraguay for several years before 
returning to Biloxi, Mississippi. In the truest sense of the 
term, Ana-María is American.     
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Today, Ana-María lives in San Antonio. Having lived 
extensively in North, Central, and South America, she 
was sensitive to my narrow usage of the term Americans.  

 

Fulfilling the stereotype, I had real difficulty not calling 
Americans Americans during my Red Angle cultural IQ 
workshops.  
 
In subsequent workshops, I tried exchanging Americans 
for Citizens of the U.S., but the three extra syllables 
proved too large a hurdle for me.   
 
As a guest on my podcast, Red Angle Radio, I asked Ana-
María to expound on her American sensibility.     
 

We’re all Americans. If we come from Central or 

South or North America, we’re all Americans. And so, 

the idea of using the term American to describe 

someone from the U.S. only. . . to be honest, doesn’t sit 

well with me, because we’re all Americans. And you 

hear people throughout Latin America and South 

America say Todos somos Americanos—We’re all 

Americans. So, it’s just typical, I think, of the U.S. 

mind-set to be very ethnocentric, to say, “We’re the 

Americans.”  Well. . . no.    

 
Ana-María is right. While 
we Americans from the 
United States are aware of 
the three Americas (North, 
Central, and South), we 
simply don’t think in those 
terms. But we should.     
 
To lock in an image with 
this concept, I use the team 
logo of the Club de Fútbol 

América.  
 

As for Club America’s mascot?  

It is the Águilas (the Eagles). 
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Based in Mexico City, Club América is the New England 
Patriots of fútbol—arguably the most successful club in 
the Mexican league.  
 
And they are often referred to simply as América. 
 
Todos somos Americanos. 

We’re all Americans. 
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5 CINCO 
“Hispanic Smile” no más. 
In the 1980s, Hispanics resided in what I’ve heard some 
people refer to as the “Hispanic Smile.” At the time, 
Hispanics predominantly lived in California, Arizona, 
New Mexico, Texas, Florida, and New York, inhabiting a 
curved stretch of land from coast to coast that resembled 
a smile. 
 
Mainland U.S.A. was the face. 
Hispanics lived in the smile.      
Hence, the Hispanic Smile.  
  
(Note: For the record, there were also 1 million Hispanics 

living in Chicago at the time, but that ruined the “smile” 

metaphor, so it was ignored.) 

 
For a time, this was accurate.  
Not so much anymore.  
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While those smiley states still maintain large Hispanic 
populations, look at the states with the highest rates of 
Hispanic growth since 2000: 

 

 
If, like me, numbers presented in lists have a sedating 
effect on your brain, here is one key takeaway: Georgia, at 
number ten, experienced 103 percent growth in its 
Hispanic population between 2000 and 2014. This means 
the Hispanic population doubled in little more than a 
decade. The top three states—Alabama, South Carolina, 
and Tennessee—doubled as well. And they appear on 
their way to double yet again.   
 
There is no Hispanic Smile any longer. Hispanics are 
growing in number in nearly every single state in the 
nation—including Alaska. Regardless of where you live 
and how much you employ, subcontract, or sell to 
Hispanics today, you (or your competition) will be doing 
more of it in the future.       
 
The Three Amigos of estadísticas 
As we think about the growth of the Hispanic 
demographic, we must understand three key data sets. 

Source: U.S.Census Bureau 
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We just reviewed Hispanic population growth. This 
statistic, expressed as a percentage, indicated the rate  
of Hispanic population growth. The total number of 
Hispanics in the state may be large or small—the 
Hispanic growth rate evaluates the rate of change  
over time.   
 
In addition to Hispanic growth, two other stats, or 
estadísticas, are critical to keep in mind. Below is a brief 
description of each along with the ten state leaders for the 
category.  
 
Total population 
Fairly straightforward concept here. The total population 
indicates the Hispanic headcount living in a specific state.    
California and Texas dominate, while Georgia appears at 
the #10 spot in both the fastest-growing and total-
population lists.    
 

 
 
 
 
 

Source: U.S.Census Bureau 
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Population percentage 
Population percentage takes the total number of residents 
in a given state divided by the total number of Hispanics 
in the state. 
 

 
This list is essentially a reshuffling of the total-population 
list from the previous page. This seems logical. The 
largest Hispanic populations in the United States 
constitute a large percentage of their state populations.  
 
The one state not in the top ten of total Hispanic 
population but present in this list is Nevada, ranking #5 
with a Hispanic population of more than 27 percent. 
 
Bottom line: Regardless of whom you employ or to whom 
you sell, your team needs to think strategically about the 
growing Hispanic population in your state. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: U.S.Census Bureau 
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6 SEIS 
Birth rate, not immigration.   
Birth rate, not immigration, is driving Hispanic growth. 
Of all the divisive political rhetoric and fake news, this 
fact has been obscured the most.  
 
Birth rate, not immigration, is driving Hispanic growth. 
 
This is important since we, as American voters, influence 
the allocation of our precious national resources: which is 
to say, our capital, our attention, and our time. We may or 
may not choose to build a 2,000-mile wall along our 
border with Mexico, but we must be aware this will not 
materially affect the Hispanic population in the United 
States. 
 
Why not? 
Say it with me now: 
birth rate, not 
immigration, is 
driving Hispanic 
growth. The fertility 
rate—essentially the 
average number of 
children per 
woman—for the 
United States as a 
whole is 1.8.  
 
For Hispanics, that 
figure is 2.4—33 percent higher.  
 
Before the Great Recession, the Hispanic fertility rate 
was 3.7, a small number that belies the Hispanic-

Fertility Rates, by Race 
& Hispanic Origin, 2014

Race/Ethnicity

F
e
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Non-Hispanic White

Non-Hispanic
White

Non-Hispanic Black

Non-Hispanic
Black

Hispanic

Hispanic
Asian or Pacific Isl...

Asian or
Pacific Islander

Source: Hamilton, B.E., Martin, J.A., Osterman, M.J.K., Curtin, S.C., &Matthews, T.J. (2015). Births: 
Final data for 2014. National Vital Statistics Reports, 64(12). Hyattsville, MD: National Center for 
Health Statistics. Available at http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvsr/nvsr64/nvsr64_12.pdf. Table 5.
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population boom experienced in the 1990s and early 
2000s.    
 
Immigration did drive Hispanic growth for some time. In 
the ’70s, ’80s, and ’90s, immigration outpaced birth rate 
as the primary driver of Hispanic growth. But not 
anymore.  
 
For the last two decades, 
birth rate, not 
immigration, has driven 
Hispanic growth.  
 
As for the future? Today, 
25 percent of all babies 
born in the United States 
are Hispanic. As this 
trend continues, we can 
likely expect to see an 
increase from the current 
percentage of Hispanics 
in the United States, 18 
percent (or around 57 
million), to at least this 
much.  
 
Uncle Sam: Net exporter of Mexicans 
Furthermore, since 2009 more Mexicans have left the 
United States than have entered it. This is known as 
negative net migration. The current net migration stats 
between the United States and Mexico are at levels not 
seen since the 1940s.5  
 
Sounds like liberal BS to me 
I feel your skepticism, and I like it. We all need to hold 
one another—and ourselves—more accountable to the 
truth.  
 
Is there another side to the story?  
 

Sources of Hispanic 
Population Growth, 
by Decade

In millions

PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Source: Data for 2000s based on Pew Research 
Center tabulations of 2000 Census (5% IPUMS) 
and 2010 American Community Survey (1% 
IPUMS). Data for 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s drawn 
from Pew Research Center historical projections 
(Passel and Cohn, 2008)
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How can we fact check this birth rate–immigration 
theory? 
 
Well, we have a federal agency that handles that: the 
Border Patrol.  
 
According to U.S. Border Patrol data, the number of 
Mexican migrants caught at the border in 2015 was the 
lowest it’s been in nearly 50 years.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sources: U.S. Border Patrol http://1.usa.gov/1W4vtwR and http://1.usa.gov/1W4vuAR

Southwest Border Apprehensions Have 
Dropped to Early 1970s Levels

All Nationalities Mexican Non-Mexican
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7 SIETE 
Boomers out, Hispanics in. 
According to the Pew Research Center, ten thousand 
Baby Boomers will turn 65 every day for the next 13 
years. The size of the Boomer generation has significantly 
increased the median age of the U.S. population as a 
whole. Quick flashback to fifth-grade math, in case you 
haven’t had your morning coffee yet. 
 
Median: the number in the middle of a data set. 
Mean: the average. 
Mode: don’t worry about it; no one ever uses it.6 
 
Great. Back to the point. The median age of the U.S. 
population as a whole is 38. The median age of the white 
population is 43.    
 
And what is the 
median age of 
Hispanics? 28.  
 
That means 
Hispanics are nearly 
25 percent younger 
than the nation as a 
whole. Mexicans, 
who represent nearly 
65 percent of all 
Hispanics in the 
country, are even 
younger (26). 
 
So what? 

Good question.  

Median age

Hispanics Are the Nation’s 

Youngest Major 

Racial/Ethnic Group

PEW RESEARCH CENTER

Source: Pew Research Center analysis of 2010 and 
2014 American Community Surveys and 1980, 1990 
and 2000 decentennial censuses (IPUMS). “The 
Nation’s Latino Population Is Defined by Its Youth”
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Demography is destiny  
If you work with or sell to Hispanics, any coherent 
strategy should include an acknowledgement of the 
demographic reality unfolding in these United States of 
America.   
 
In January of 2013, Fast Company magazine published a 
story about Walmart’s slow transition to digital retailing 
against Amazon.com.  
 
Neil Ashe, president and CEO of global e-commerce at 
Walmart, encouraged the Bentonville faithful to think 
long term—not Wall Street long term, but decades long 
term.   
 

“Somebody at one of the board meetings asked me, 

‘Neil, how long is this going to take, and how much is 

it going to cost?’” Ashe recalls. “And I said, ‘It’s going 

to take the rest of our careers, and it’s going to cost 

whatever it costs. Because this isn’t a project, this is 

the company.’”7 

 
The demographic change in America is like that. 
It’s a long-term commitment. 
 
You cannot ignore the fundamental shifts affecting your 
business—digital or demographic. And it is understand-
able if not everyone is on board right now. It will take 
time.  
 
But like e-commerce, it is not going away.  
It will take the rest of your career to continually adapt. 
And it will cost whatever it is going to cost. 
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8 OCHO 
Legal Eagles . . . and Águilas Ilegales.   
How many Hispanics are living here illegally—or, better 
put—undocumented? Current estimates number around 
11 million.  
 
That is 20 percent of the total Hispanic population. So, an 
estimated two out of every ten Hispanics living in the 
United States are undocumented. Think of it as the 80/20 
rule: 80 percent legal, 20 percent undocumented.   
 
Although 11 million undocumented people living in the 
United States is a large number, it is still less than 3.5 
percent of the total population. You can form your own 
opinion as to how alarming these numbers are, but it is 
critical we keep context in mind.  
 
Some political discourse on the 
issue will leave undiscerning 
listeners under the impression 
that, indeed, the reverse is 
true—that 80 percent (not 20 
percent) of all Hispanics are 
undocumented and that 35 
percent (not 17 percent) of the 
total population is Hispanic.  
 
At one point in time, illegal 
immigration was occurring at 
a high rate. Not so much now. 
 
Think about it. When you look back on the Great 
Recession, other than employees at Bear Stearns and 
Lehman Brothers, who were some of the first to feel the 

80%

20%

 
Hispanics in

the U.S.  

LEGAL RESIDENTS

UNDOCUMENTED
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initial sting? After the economy slammed on the brakes, 
construction activity halted as well, and manufacturing 
initiated its “reduction in force” (my personal favorite 
euphemism for “layoffs”). As a result, many Hispanics 
were the first to lose their jobs.  
 
A lot of them then left the industry, the country, or both.  
 
The seeds of our current labor shortage were sowed in the 
dark days following the economic collapse of 2006–07. 
And while the American economy has surged back to life 
since then, illegal immigration has not.  
 
People are entitled to their own opinions, but not their 
own facts. Remember the 80/20 rule: 80 percent of 
Hispanics in this country are here legally. 
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9 NUEVE 
The Américas: A great place to die. 
In the spring and summer of 2014, you may recall the 
United States had a legitimate crisis along our border 
with Mexico. But this particular crisis was different from 
our current situation in two regards. First, the vast ma-
jority of immigrants coming to the U.S. were not Mexican, 
but rather Guatemalan, Salvadoran, and Honduran.  
 
Second, these were children.     
Roughly 57,000 of them.8  
 
Only the most perilous of circumstances would ever force 
parents to send unchaperoned children, most under the 
age of 12, to travel more than 1,000 miles across three 
countries in hopes of a safer destination. But for many 
people in Central America, this is a reality.  
  
(Interesting aside regarding precedent: In the early 1960s, not 

long after Fidel Castro had seized power in Cuba, the U.S. 

government, in collaboration with the Catholic Church, 

facilitated the safe relocation of 14,000 unaccompanied Cuban 

children throughout the United States. We will delve a little more 

into this historically relevant event—known as Operation Peter 

Pan— in Chapter 2.)      
 
The Migration Policy Institute, an independent, 
nonpartisan, nonprofit think tank in Washington, D.C., 
that tracks the movement of people globally, confirmed 
the cause of this youth movement: 
 

In particular, all three Northern Triangle countries 

[El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras] continue to 

experience high levels of violence, food insecurity,  

and poverty. . . 9 
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Many people in the United States are unaware of the 
extent of the violence and instability just across our 
southern border, particularly in Central America. Many of 
these countries, rife with violent gangs fueled by drug 
trafficking, are some of the most violent places on Earth. 
Among the top ten countries in the world with the highest 
murder rate per 100,000 people, four of them—Honduras, 
El Salvador, Belize, and Guatemala—are within 1,000 
miles of the U.S. border. 
 
With 
violence on 
such a scale, 
we cannot be 
surprised 
when 
parents are 
willing to 
risk the 
journey 
across 
Central 
America in 
hopes of safe 
harbor for 
their 
children.  
 
To put this into perspective, San Salvador, the capital of 
El Salvador, with a murder rate of about 116 per 100,000, 
is about twice as dangerous as the two most murderous 
U.S. cities per capita: St. Louis and Baltimore (with 59 
and 51 murders per 100,000, respectively).10  
 
Chicago, my hometown, has been historically violent as of 
late, reaching 762 murders in 2016. However, with 3 
million people living in Chi-town, the city’s murder rate is 
still “only” 25 per 100,000 people. As a country, it would 
place #15, just ahead of Brazil.11 

 

Source: United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 
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10 DIEZ 
Why do Hispanics have so many last names? 
As a boy, I recall watching the famed golf tournament, the 
Masters, with my father. It was there I first heard the 
name of Spaniard José María Olazábal. I had never heard 
a name like that before.  
 

Hey Dad—why does he have three names?  

And why does he have a girl’s name? 

Or is “María” his last name? 

And if so, where did “Olazábal” come from?  
 
My father told me to be quiet and watch the birdie putt.  
 
Several years later, as I studied the language and culture, 
these answers were revealed to me. Apart from general 
knowledge about something extremely personal to 
people—their last name(s)—understanding Hispanic 
naming conventions is critically important for business 
purposes.  
 
Namely, proper documentation on employment forms. 
When bad things happen (injuries, deaths, Immigration 
and Customs Enforcement raids, to name a few), minor 
errors in your record keeping can cost millions.      
 
New-hire paperwork can be lengthy, tedious, and 
confusing for anyone, especially so for those with different 
language preferences and limited reading and writing 
skills.   
 
From I-9 forms to insurance documents to tax filings, 
your new-hire practices will likely account for some 
language barriers. For Spanish-dominant workers, I 
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recommend my clients use Spanish application forms with 
English subtitles. In this way, if the applicant needs 
assistance, an English speaker can still help while 
examining the same document.  
 
But let’s not get ahead of ourselves—it all starts with 
getting the name correct. Let’s return to our two-time 
Masters champion as an example, whose full name is 
actually José María Olazábal Manterola.  
 

      José María Olazábal Manterola 
 
José is easy enough—it is the Spanish equivalent of 
Joseph and forms the first part of his first name.  
 
María is the Spanish form of Mary. In this case, María is 
the second part of a compound first name, tag-teaming 
with José in tribute to the parents of Jesus Christ: Joseph 
and Mary—José María. Although this naming convention 
is not readily used in English (I have never met a “Joe 
Mary Johnson,” personally), José María is somewhat 
common in Spanish.  
 
So, José María is his first name.  
 
Olazábal is his father’s family name, also known as his 
primary last name. Similar to English culture, we 
typically take our father’s family name as our last name. 
Same rule applies in Spanish. 
 
Manterola, then, is his mother’s last name. For accurate 
record keeping, both last names are important, so make 
sure both are included on official records. 
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So, to recap: 

 
New vocabulario for administrators. 
English speakers are accustomed to looking at the last 
last name (that is, the name positioned at the very end) 
and assuming it is the primary last name.  
 
In our example, it would be logical for an English speaker 
to look at José María Olazábal Manterola and think, 
“There’s not much room on this form. Let’s keep it simple, 
José Manterola.” 
 
Sharing your assumption with him could be perceived as 
clueless or disrespectful—or both. What’s more, from a 
business standpoint, this error could have far-reaching 
consequences if bad things happen. An excellent HR 
administrator once told me, “My job is to assume that not 
only are good things not going to happen, but terrible 
things are sure to happen.” And if something bad does 
happen—for example, someone gets injured on the job—
and your records aren’t accurate, that could lead to fines 
or other major headaches.  
 
It is a depressing way to view the world, but a necessity 
for your colleagues who are responsible for hiring. These 
individuals on your team should remember the word 
penultimate—second to last.  
 
When examining the name José María Olazábal 

Manterola, the penultimate name—Olazábal—is the 
primary last name. For more practical purposes, 
hyphenate the two last names (for example, Olazábal-
Manterola) when creating personnel files, thus avoiding 
the unconscious temptation of looking at the wrong 
name.12      
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Do this but not that!      
Given the confusion around these naming conventions, 
Hispanics often deliberately provide their mother’s family 
name, thinking that is what English-dominant companies 
prefer for their records.  
 
For this reason, your team should ask Hispanic 
candidates for their name as it appears on their Social 
Security Card. However, do not ask to see the actual 
Social Security Card. This can be perceived as 
discrimination, which you want to avoid.     
 
Cultures—Plural.   
In this book, we will examine common attributes that 
Hispanic cultures share, but it must be Noted—“Hispanic 
cultures” is plural. Each culture has its own unique 
aspects based on its history, geography, and leadership 
over the past several hundred years.  
  
As a leader, it is your job to establish a baseline of 
understanding about the critical components of your 
business. The Hispanic workforce is one of those 
components.  
 
Before you can embrace the Hispanic culture and drive 
competitive advantage, you must move your team from 
merely recognizing the importance of the Hispanic 
workforce to actually accepting it. The ten facts in this 
chapter are a great place to start.  
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To share these facts (and more) with your team, visit 
www.goodtoexcelente.com and access free audio and video 
content.  
 
Now that we have reviewed the ten fundamental facts 
about where we collectively stand, it’s time to narrow our 
focus to the top five countries of origin for Hispanics 
living in the United States to get a better understanding 
of each.
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We have such a tendency to rush in, to fix things up 
with good advice. But we often fail to take the time to 
diagnose, to really, deeply understand the problem 
first. If I were to summarize in one sentence the single 
most important principle I have learned in the field of 
interpersonal relations, it would be this: Seek first to 
understand, then to be understood. 
  
—Stephen R. Covey,  
  The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People 
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UNDERSTAND THE ORIGINS 
 
FOR A MOMENT, THINK OF YOURSELF as a marriage 
counselor.  
 
A couple walks into your office looking for your assistance 
in improving their compatibility. Both sides characterize 
the relationship as, for the most part, decent. They work 
together daily, coexisting in general harmony. However, 
you can sense much is left unsaid. You feel a general 
wariness and tension, while acknowledging that both 
sides understand they need each other. 
 
They plop down on your brown leather couch and look at 
you expectantly. “Help us,” they say in unison.  
 
Where do you start?   
 
Logically, you’ll want to know the backstory—how they 
met, how they started working together, the power 
balance in the relationship, and the meaningful events 
that led to where they are today.  
 
And because you charge by the hour, you encourage the 
couple to start talking—fast.  
 
This is what we will do here. In this chapter, Understand 
the Origins, we will visit each of the top five countries of 
origin for Hispanics living in the United States to better 
understand each one within its own historical context. 
After establishing a current state of the union, we will 
provide a glimpse of each country through five different 
lenses:  
 

 
Now, I know what you might be thinking . . .  
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How could I even 
consider attempting to 
reduce the historical 
context of any place to a 
mere few hundred 
words? Would it be fair, 
you might argue, to 
forcibly distill the rich 
history of the United 
States of America to a 
few paragraphs on 
Plymouth Rock, George 
Washington, slavery, 9/11, and the hot dog?    
 
No, of course not. 
 
The goal here, though, is not to present a collectively 
exhaustive history. If you want that, go grab an 
encyclopedia. 
 
No, the goal in this chapter is to provide immediate 
insight and context for certain places that are often 
lumped together in our minds. Learning about the 
Mexican–American War as a sophomore in high school 
may have been a state-mandated requirement, but it was 
perhaps of little value then.  
 
Here you will receive the Reader’s Digest version to help 
you quickly start learning more about the Hispanics on 
your jobsite, the cultural influences that drive their 
behavior, and why taking a little time to learn about them 
helps build trust—and, ultimately, a better working 
relationship for everyone.  
 
For example, I often ask Red Angle workshop participants 
what they know about Puerto Rico. Typically I hear 
something like this:  
 
It’s an island.  
I can travel there without a passport. 

Source: U.S.Census Bureau 
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It is not a state, but the U.S. controls it. 
It may be bankrupt. . . 
 
Does that sound about right?  
 
While it might not be the most comprehensive educational 
exercise, the goal here isn’t to prep you for a college 
history exam. The goal is to expand your practical and 
functional knowledge about a place like Puerto Rico in 
just a few pages.  
 
Remember, since I have committed to providing you the 
MED (the minimum effective dose), each section is brief—
just a handful of carefully curated paragraphs for each 
country of origin.  
 
You’re busy, I get it. Let me help enlighten you quickly so 
you can get back to doing what you need to do.  
 
¿Comprende?  
 
Bueno. Now let’s begin.  
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1 Mexico 
“So far from God, so close to the United States.”1 
 

Status Update 
Mexico, with a population of about 123 million, is roughly 
three times the size of Texas. It’s also the 10th most 
populous country in the world, right behind Japan and 
Russia. Mexico has a trillion-dollar gross domestic 
product (GDP), making it the 15th largest economy in 
world.2  
 
However, its GDP per capita—a broad, if imperfect, 
measure of standard of living—at around $9,000, ranks 
63rd. Poverty continues to be a major national challenge. 
More than half of all Mexicans live below the poverty line 
(52.3 percent3). 
 
The United States travel advisory website begins its out-
line of Mexico this way: Millions of U.S. citizens safely 
visit Mexico each year for study, tourism, and business, in-
cluding more than 150,000 who cross the border every day.  
 
That being said, the United States deems only 9 of the 32 
federal municipalities in Mexico to be safe for tourists. 
The remaining 23 municipalities have clearly stated 
advisories in effect as a result of the various organized 
criminal groups that engage in narcotics trafficking and 
other unlawful activities throughout Mexico. 
 
The Global Competitiveness Report 2016–2017, published 
by the World Economic Forum, describes Mexico this way: 
 

Mexico

Guatemala

Belize
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Mexico improves six positions to 51st place, mainly 
driven by gains in market efficiency. Primary 
education continues to be a significant competitive 
weakness compared to regional and global leaders, 
and institutional quality is lagging. The Mexican 
economy has been hit by falling oil prices, weak global 
trade, and a resulting fall in industrial production. 
However, it is still one of the most competitive 
economies in the region and is making progress on 
some of the fundamental drivers of future prosperity.4 

 
Person :: Benito Juárez (1806–1872) 
Known as the Abraham Lincoln of Mexico, Benito Juárez 
was born poor in the southern state of Oaxaca (wah-HA-
kah). After earning his law degree, he entered into politics 
and eventually became governor of his home state, in 
1847.  
 
A decade later, he was appointed president of Mexico’s 
Supreme Court, which, at that time, made him next in 
line for the presidency. A year later, in 1858, he became 
the 26th president of Mexico.  
 
Once in office, Juárez went about 
separating church and state by 
curbing its revenue sources and 
limiting the Church’s real-estate 
holdings. This move primed Mexico 
for growth as a nation but, 
naturally, made him an unpopular 
fellow at Sunday mass. 
 
Juárez was unpopular in France as well. When his 
government “suspended payments of its foreign debt”5—a 
euphemism for not gonna pay—the French teamed up 
with Juárez’s political rivals to seize control of Mexico. 
War raged for six years before the French finally relented.  
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It was during this time—the Franco–Mexican War—that 
the Battle of Puebla took place, on May 5, 1862. 
Outnumbered and outgunned, Juárez’s forces secured an 
unlikely victory. Annually, this battle is celebrated in the 
Mexican state of Puebla but is not celebrated widely 
outside the state. 
 
In the United States, however, May 5 arouses a bit more 
fanfare, where Americans across the country can be found 
celebrating by drinking heavily, wearing sombreros, and 
perpetuating the myth of this date as the “Mexican 4th of 
July.” You may recognize it by its more common, Spanish 
name: Cinco de Mayo. 
 
Note: Mexico’s actual Independence Day is September 16.        
 
Benito Juárez is remembered for valiantly fighting off the 
French occupation, but his legacy is not without 
controversy. Juárez had trouble accepting that he would 
one day no longer be president. So he kept running for 
office, eventually serving five terms as president and 
centralizing unprecedented power in the role. Today, 
Mexican presidents serve a single, six-year term in office.      
  

Place :: The Mexican state of Coahuila 
We hold these truths to be self-evident: (1) there are (at 
least) two sides to every story, and (2) history is written 
by the victors.  
 
When evaluating relations—past and present—between 
the United States of America and los Estados Unidos 
Mexicanos, it all starts in the Mexican state of Coahuila 
(koh-ah-WEE-lah).  
 
Nestled under the western half of 
Texas, Coahuila (along with 
Sonora, Chihuahua, and 
Tamaulipas) is one of the Mexican 
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states that comprise the majority of the U.S.–Mexico  
border. 
 
Before we go any further, let’s just set the scene for what’s 
been brewing north of the border . . . 
 
In 1765, the American Revolution kicked off our country’s 
efforts to separate itself from its English forbearers. On 
July 4, 1776, we sealed the deal and initiated our 
independence as a nation (though, we still fought the good 
fight for another eight years). Eventually, we adopted the 
Bill of Rights, in 1791, spelling out our most basic 
freedoms.  
 
Soon after, Americans moved west from the original 13 
colonies, beating back Native American Indians as they 
went. With the Louisiana Purchase, in 1803, from the 
French, we doubled the size of our nation. And soon after 
that, we picked off Florida and parts of Mississippi, 
Alabama, and Louisiana from Spain. Gradually, the 
American economy shifted into high gear, driven by 
industry in the North and cotton in the South, the latter 
being an extremely profitable business sustained by the 
no-wage labor of slaves. 
 
By the 1830s, the young American nation was in full-
growth mode. There was even a name for it: Manifest 
Destiny. Manifest Destiny was the notion that our nation 
was destined to extend “from sea to shining sea.” Which 
was convenient, because America—for reasons partly due 
to the growing rift between the North and the South over 
slavery—desperately needed more real estate.  
 
Texas, having earned its independence from Mexico in 
1836, was an option, but all other lands in the Southwest 
were owned by Mexico. In 1846, U.S. president James K. 
Polk initiated a negotiation to purchase the states of the 
southwest from Mexico. Mexico’s answer was more or less 
“thanks, but no thanks.”   
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So, POTUS Polk picked a fight.  
 
Polk ordered U.S. troops to advance into a disputed zone 
between the Rio Grande and Nueces Rivers, an area that 
both countries had previously recognized as part of the 
Mexican state of Coahuila.6 
 
The Mexican Army did not take kindly to this offensive 
measure. They attacked, killing a dozen American 
soldiers serving under the command of U.S. general 
Zachary Taylor (who would succeed Polk as president 
three years later).   
 

The U.S. Army brought in reinforcements and entered 
Mexico, marking the first American war to be fought on 
foreign soil. Less than two years later, the Treaty of 
Guadalupe Hidalgo was signed, ending the Mexican–
American War. Mexico reluctantly recognized the 
annexation of Texas by the United States and lost roughly 
one-third of its land, including parts of present-day New 
Mexico and Colorado, as well as Nevada and California.  

This Absolut Vodka ad from 2008, depicting the U.S.–Mexico 
borders prior to the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, led to many 
spirited historical discussions about the events leading up to the 
Mexican–American War.    
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History is often in the eye of the beholder, or so they say. 
Americans claim the Mexicans fired the first shot, lost the 
subsequent war, and signed the treaty. That’s how 
nations are formed. Fair and square.   
 
Mexicans, however, believe they were provoked into a war 
perpetrated by the United States to fulfill its Manifest 
Destiny. When it was over, the Americans took what they 
initially requested to buy during the pre-war negotiation. 
 
Shortly thereafter, in 1849, gold was found in California 
(hence the “49ers,” who rushed out West to nab the 
nuggets) and Manifest Destiny was achieved.  
 
Americans poured into the new American territory.   
Unfortunately for Mexico, which had previously owned 
land in the Southwest, its landowning rights were not 
honored. Many found out (despite not having moved an 
inch) that their acres of land in what had previously been 
Mexico no longer belonged to them. 
 

Event :: The birth of the PRI (1929, Mexico City)  
In 1990, Peruvian Nobel Prize laureate in literature 
Mario Vargas Llosa called the Mexican government under 
the PRI, or el Partido Revolucionario Institucional (the 
Institutional Revolutionary Party), “la dictadura perfecta” 
(“the perfect dictatorship”).7 
 
To place the PRI in context, imagine for a 
moment that Republicans2 had 
maintained uninterrupted control of the 
U.S. presidency, the Senate, and the 
House of Representatives for more than 
seven decades, only just recently being 
dethroned in the year 2000.    
That is what happened in Mexico.  
 
Since the founding of the PRI, in 1929, the party 
maintained a monopoly on Mexican politics, functioning 
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as the state political party. Its colors—green, white, and 
red—matched the Mexican flag. From state governors to 
nearly every seat in the senate, the PRI roster utterly 
dominated the political scene. For decades, PRI 
leadership and the sitting president handpicked the next 
president of Mexico.  
 
Dynasties like this don’t persist without fraud and 
corruption. From 1929 to 1982, the PRI won every 
presidential election by well over 70 percent of the vote—
margins that were usually obtained by massive electoral 
fraud.8 
 
Lázaro Cárdenas, president of Mexico from 1934 to 1940, 
was one of Mexico’s most popular presidents. He 
nationalized oil interests and created PEMEX (Petróleos 
Mexicanos, or “Mexican Petroleums”), employing 
hundreds of thousands of Mexican citizens over the years. 
Consistent with nearly every state-run oil business in the 
history of the world, massive corruption followed as the 
business returned billions in annual revenue.9 
 
The current Mexican president, Enrique Peña Nieto, is a 
member of the PRI and his presidency has been marked 
by corruption charges, most notably a $7 million home-
purchase scandal. 10  
 

Concept :: The plaza system 
Over the past few years, many Americans have learned a 
great deal about Mexico through the trials and tribu-
lations of Joaquín Guzmán Loera, better known as El 
Chapo (or “Shorty”).  
 
Actually, that is somewhat of a misleading statement. In 
the case of El Chapo, there were rarely actual trials 
(assigned judges were more often murdered), and 
“tribulations” implies some level of actual suffering. It is 
highly improbable that El Chapo suffered very much in 
prison.  
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Getting out wasn’t too much of a chore either. To draw a 
quick contrast, consider the protagonist prisoner Andy 
Dufresne in the 1994 film The Shawshank Redemption, 
who used a rock hammer and a Rita Hayworth poster to 
dig his way through his prison cell wall and then army 
crawled through a quarter mile of shit before earning his 
freedom.  
 
How did El Chapo escape last time?  
 
He simply lifted up the base of his shower, descended a 
small ladder to an underground tunnel, and ambled less 
than a mile to freedom.11 Also relevant to this incredible 
tale is this fact: next to the Mexican prison that had held 
El Chapo was a Mexican Army Base. What are the odds?! 
 
(Note: El Chapo was captured for the second time on 
January 8, 2016. In early 2017, he was extradited to the 
U.S. to face six indictments related to drugs, money 
laundering, and firearms.12 Time will tell, but an escape 
from a U.S. maximum security prison will probably be 
more challenging for Shorty.)   
 
As my grandfather would shout, “Ahhh, they’re all in 
cahoots!” 
 
That may be true, but how are they in cahoots? What 
kind of system is in place to enable this level of 
cooperation? 
 
The answer—linking everyone from the local police to 
drug kingpins to even presidents—is something called the 
plaza system. In his book El Narco: Behind Mexico’s 
Criminal Insurgency,13 author Ioan Grillo writes: 
 

The plaza system is crucial to understanding the 
modern Mexican Drug War . . . In each plaza, a figure 
emerged who would coordinate the traffic and 
negotiate police protection. This plaza head could 
both move his own drugs and tax anyone else who 
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smuggled through his corridor. In turn, he would 
handle the kickbacks to police and soldiers, paying 
for his concession. 

 
The kickbacks make their way back up the chain of 
command to the highest levels of government, the Partido 
Revolucionario Institucional (PRI). Remember them?  
 
Being in power for 71 straight years allowed the PRI to 
sufficiently work out the kinks. The plaza system is so 
successful because the extortion and narcotics taxes are 
accepted at the local level—the towns and cities, small 
and large, that interconnect Mexico—and because the 
most important of political elements is built into the 
system: plausible deniability.  
 
As the money is distributed throughout the PRI 
hierarchy, officials don’t know where the money is coming 
from. But they don’t need to know, nor do they care to 
know. The further from the source, los narcos (“the 
drugs”), the better. As long as the money flows, everyone 
is happy.     
 
Political infighting and territory gerrymandering is 
secondary when the demand for your products is so great. 
Like any profitable business, the focus is on satisfying 
customers. And there is no shortage of customers for 
Mexican narcotics. The United States has a near 
insatiable appetite for illegal drugs coming from Mexico.  
 
Recognizing the fundamentals of supply and demand, the 
plaza system encourages everyone to get along. Grillo 
explains: 
 
 

Accounts show that police were the top dogs in the 
deal. Officers could smack gangsters around and, if 
they got too big for their boots—or showed up on the 
DEA radar—take them down. Police could also bust 
anyone who wasn’t paying their dues, showing that 
they were fighting the war on drugs and clocking 
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seizures and arrests. The system ensured that crime 
was controlled and everyone got paid . . . Everyone 
respected the hierarchy, and if any official couldn’t 
keep order, he could simply be replaced by another 
aspiring PRI member. 

 
Dish :: Tacos al pastor 
You’re likely already familiar with burritos, enchiladas, 
tamales, and traditional tacos, so next time impress your 
Mexican friends by ordering tacos al pastor (ahl pah-
STOHR), or “shepherd style.” 

 
Think of tacos al pastor as the Mexican gyro, with a few 
important differences. As with a traditional Greek gyro, 
the meat in tacos al pastor is sliced from a spit—the 
rotating, vertical grilling method seen in gyro joints.   
But despite the reference to shepherds, this dish from 
Central Mexico is made from pork, not lamb. The pork is 
marinated in a mixture of dried chilies, spices, and 
pineapple, providing a memorable zing. When ready to 
serve, the pork is sliced into thin strips on an open 
tortilla, which is then garnished with chopped onions, 
salsa, and often pineapple.      

Image ©iStockphoto – Rez Art 
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2 Puerto Rico 
The rich port. 
 
Status Update 
Overshadowing all the beauty in Puerto Rico is the ugly 
reality of the Puerto Rican economy. After defaulting on 
billions in debt in 2015, the island economy fell into a 
downward spiral. How and why that happened is just 
another element of the complicated relationship between 
Puerto Rico and the United States. 
 
After assisting Puerto Rico with its liberation from the 
Spanish crown in 1898, the United States simply never 
left. And unlike with Cuba (which we’ll visit next), the 
United States chose to maintain control over its affairs.    
 
The U.S. Congress wielded its control over the island and 
in 1976 granted tax incentives that made Puerto Rico an 
attractive locale for manufacturers and Big Pharma. 
Twenty years later, Congress began phasing out those 
incentives, until they eventually expired—which brings 
us to 2006.14 
 
Poor fiscal management (the Puerto Rican government 
learned the hard way that revenues should exceed 
expenses) and continuous bet-the-house debt structures 
resulted in the island’s economic decline. And the Great 
Recession only accelerated the downward spiral Puerto 
Rico was already in.  

 
In just 15 years’ time, Puerto Rico’s debt tripled.     
 

Puerto Rico

Cuba

Honduras

Dominican Republic

Haiti
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Whereas American municipalities and their utilities can 
declare bankruptcy, the same isn’t true in Puerto Rico. 
And although the American government helped create the 
mess for this “state but not a state,” many American 
entities (corporations, hedge funds, pensions) own bonds 
on the Puerto Rican debt, so it’s a Catch-Veintidós (ahem, 
“Catch-22”).  
 
As poverty rates approach 
50 percent, thousands of 
Puerto Ricans, who are 
natural-born citizens, are 
moving to the United 
States in record numbers. 
This further exacerbates 
the revenue shortfall of the 
Puerto Rican government 
since there are fewer 
people to tax.  
 
This is the current Puerto Rican death spiral playing out 
in real time. 
  
The U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) reports that 
public debt rose to 105 percent of GDP in 2015, about 
$17,000 per person, or nearly three times the per capita 
debt of the state of Connecticut, the highest in the United 
States.15 The reality is, this wouldn’t happen if Puerto 
Rico was a full-fledged state in the union. But it’s not. The 
story of how we ended up here is essentially the history of 
Puerto Rico. 
 

Event :: Puerto Rican “Freedom” 
By the mid-19th century, Cuba and Puerto Rico were the 
two remaining islands in the Caribbean still under 
Spanish rule. The United States was committed to 
limiting the reach of Spain in the Western Hemisphere, 
culminating with the Spanish–American War.    
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After assisting Cuba with its independence from Spain, in 
1898, the United States turned its naval attention 
southeast to Puerto Rico. In only a few weeks, the roughly 
1 million Puerto Rican citizens were, after 400 years, 
finally free of Spanish rule.  
 
In the Treaty of Paris that followed, Spain relinquished 
sovereignty over Cuba, setting the table for Cuban self-
rule. Puerto Rico, however, along with the Philippines 
and Guam, were ceded to the United States.   
 
The semantics here are important. Spain relinquished 
sovereignty over Cuba. To relinquish sovereignty means to 
allow for a self-governing state.       
 
Puerto Rico, however, was ceded to the United States. 
That is, Spain gave up Puerto Rico. Which begs the 
questions, to whom did Spain give up Puerto Rico?  
 
To the Puerto Ricans themselves?  
Not quite.  
 
American forces helped rid Puerto Ricans from Spanish 
rule ... and then installed themselves as rulers. 
 
Why did they do that? 
 
For one, Puerto Rico was strategically located. It would 
serve as an ideal way station for ships heading into the 
Atlantic. Puerto Rico’s sugarcane was also critical to the 
American diet. Formally controlling those elements—in 
addition to the tariffs and exchange rate—would 
significantly benefit the United States.  
 
American leaders did not think Puerto Ricans had the 
ability to self-govern. 
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In Latino Americans: The 500-Year 
Legacy That Shaped a Nation, 
author and PBS NewsHour senior 
correspondent Ray Suarez writes: 
 

After dismissing the island’s 
educated elite as unsuited for 
and uninterested in U.S. 
democracy, he [one S.S. Harvey, 
writing a letter from Ponce to be published in the New 
York Times]  “praised” the common people as “light-
hearted, simple-minded, harmless, indolent, docile 
people, and while they gamble and are fond of wine, 
women, music, and dancing, they are honest and. . . 
Let us educate these people, and teach them what 
government of the people means. They do not know, 
and never will, unless the people of the United States 
teach them.” 16  

 
That attitude, nearly 120 years later, has had far-
reaching consequences that still demand thoughtful 
analysis and commitment.            
 

Person :: Isabel González 
As Americans assumed control over Puerto Rico, there 
was an obvious gray area regarding the island’s citizens. 
Puerto Ricans were not U.S. citizens. They were like U.S. 
citizens, but not officially.  
 
In 1902, a 20-year-old Puerto Rican by the name of Isabel 
González forced the issue. While she was on a boat from 
San Juan, Puerto Rico, to New York to join her fiancé, the 
immigration commissioner for the U.S. Treasury issued a 
new regulation changing the status of travelers such as 
González to that of foreigners, aliens. She was now to be 
treated like a new arrival from a foreign country, with 
discretion given to immigration authorities over whether 
the immigrant would be a desirable presence in the 
United States.17     
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Immigration law at the time had a simple, four-part 
checklist to determine the desirability of any one 
individual. The following types would be denied entry:  
 

• Idiots 
• Insane persons 
• Paupers 
• Persons likely to become a public charge 

 
As far as immigration requirements go, I like the brevity, 
but it seems open to broad interpretation . . . 
 
Isabel González was denied entry due to reason #4. 
González was 20, unmarried, pregnant, and had less than 
ten bucks in her pocket.  
 
A trial ensued. Friends and family of González testified 
on her behalf. Unfortunately, her fiancé could not attend 
the trial, because he couldn’t take off work, which proved 
damaging to her case.18 Isabel González was denied entry 
to the United States a second time. 
 
Undeterred, González and her legal team switched 
tactics. They would no longer argue about the definition of 
a public charge. Instead, they decided to take a stab at 
the elefante (“elephant”) in the room.    
 
If Spain ceded Puerto Rico to the United States, which 
then took control of Puerto Rico’s commerce and 
appointed executives in Washington, D.C., to run the 
place, Puerto Ricans were now living in a part of the 
United States and were technically American citizens.19 
 
The strategy worked. Isabel González won. 
 
Sorta. 
 
The court ruled that, as a Puerto Rican, González could 
not be denied entry to the United States. However, the 
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court kicked the can down the road, as it were, and 

refused to rule that Isabel González was an American 

citizen.  

 

Place :: New York City 
In addition to the rights of citizenship resulting from the 

efforts of Isabel González, two other forces led to the 

Great Migration of Puerto Ricans to New York: World 

War II and air travel.  

 

During World War II, manufacturers desperately needed 

laborers to replace the millions of workers called into the 

armed forces. Thousands of Puerto Ricans ably filled 

those openings in New York, and word of the opportuni-

ties in the United States returned to the island. In the 

coming years, millions more Puerto Ricans would 

emigrate to New York.    

 

To better assimilate the arriving Puerto Ricans, the 

Migration Division of the Department of Labor of Puerto 

Rico opened its office in New York City in 1948. The 

department helped inform the newcomers about housing 

and the local job market.  

 

In the decades to follow, 

Boricuas20 (boh-REE-

kwahs), or natives of Puerto 

Rico, represented nearly 80 

percent of the city’s 

Hispanic community and 12 

percent of the city’s total 

population. 

 

Because of the 

aforementioned economic 

woes affecting the island, 

another wave of Puerto 

Ricans have been migrating 

to the U.S. While the 

Puerto Rico Lost 

More Migrants to 

Mainland Since 

2010 Than During 

1980s or 1990s

Average island net migration per year

1980-1990

(10 Years)

PEW RESEARCH CENTER

1990-2000

(10 Years)

2000-2010

(10 Years)

-13,000 -11,000

-48,000

Source: Christianson, 2001 and U.S. Census Bureau 
2013 population estimates.
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Northeast United States remains a popular destination, 
Puerto Ricans are also choosing to live in cities like 
Orlando and Philadelphia in large numbers.     
 

Concept :: The Jones–Shafroth Act 
In 1917, nearly 20 years after the United States 
dismissed Spain from its imperial duties on the island of 
Puerto Rico, President Woodrow Wilson signed the Jones–
Shafroth Act.  
 
The act read (and I’ll paraphrase here):  

 
Dear Porto Ricans,21 
 
We should have done this a long time ago—namely, 
immediately after we replaced the Spanish as the 
rulers of your fine little nation, er, commonwealth. 
From here on out—and retroactively for anyone born 
in Porto Rico since we Americans set up shop in April 
of 1898—Porto Ricans are U.S. citizens. Welcome to 
the United States (please Note: you are still definitely 
not a state).  
 
—President Woodrow Wilson 

 
P.S.: You may have heard about this little thing called 
World War I? Now that Porto Ricans are U.S. citizens, we’re 
gonna need 20,000 of your best men to serve in the U.S. 
armed forces. We’ll swing by in a month to begin boot camp. 

 
The cynic among us may view this timing as a little 
suspicious. Twenty years after taking control of Puerto 
Rico, we decide that March 2, 1917, is just the right time 
to retroactively grant citizenship to its people. Exactly one 
month later, on April 2, President Woodrow Wilson went 
before Congress recommending a declaration of war 
against Germany.     
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Dish :: Mofongo 
In addition to being fun to say—go ahead, say it out loud, 
mofongo (moh-FOHN-goh)—this is one tasty dish. 
Mofongo represents the island of Puerto Rico’s cultural 
fusion of native Taíno, African, and European strands 
that comprise the country’s DNA.  
 
Typically arriving on your plate in the shape of a 12-inch 
softball with a flattened base, mofongo is made of fried 
plantains and then smashed with salt and garlic (for the 
uninitiated gringos out there, plantains are like bananas 
just not as sweet). 
 
Packed inside this plantain orb of deliciousness—or 
surrounding it on the plate—you will find any number of 
proteins: beef, bacon, chicharrón (think pork rinds), 
chicken, shrimp, or octopus.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                      

Image ©iStockphoto – SM Pics 
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3 Cuba 
Patria o muerte (“Fatherland or death”). 
 
Status Update 
In December 2014, President Barack Obama began the 
restoration of diplomatic relations with Cuba. This 
historic announcement marked the easing of decades  
of hostile interactions between the two nations.  
 
While many American would-be tourists welcomed this 
news by dreaming of cigars, rum, and ’57 Chevy Uber-
rides on the island, not everyone was happy.  
 
Many U.S. lawmakers viewed the political shift as tacit 
endorsement of the communist Cuban dictatorship, which 
has been in power since 1959. As we’ll discuss, the Castro 
regime has a brutal and oppressive history, responsible 
for killing thousands of its citizens. 
 
Propped up for a few decades by the Soviet Union (before 
its collapse in 1991) and then Venezuela (before its 
collapse in 2014), Cuba under the Castro regime has 
become a third-world country. 
 
Power outages in Cuba are frequent. Transportation has 
improved little in the past few decades. Venezuela has 
provided cheap petroleum to Cuba in exchange for tens of 
thousands of medical professionals,22 but that agreement 
has faltered as the price of oil has collapsed—as has the 
country of Venezuela itself.     
 
Cuba’s infrastructure is decades behind anything close to  

Puerto Rico

Cuba
Dominican Republic

Haiti
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what might be considered “modern,” and the streets of 
Havana, its capital, are strewn with garbage and sewage, 
even as its housing market skyrockets—the only bright 
spot in the dismal Cuban economy.    
 
Attempting to stem some of the dismal tide, the Castro 
regime has modified its stance on regulations, now 
permitting the private ownership and sale of real estate, 
new vehicles, electric appliances, and cell phones.   
 

Person :: Fulgencio Batista 
The Castro hermanos (“brothers”)—Fidel and little bro 
Raúl—are well known, but what do we know about the 
individual who preceded them? Who was in power before 
the Castros, and what did that person do that inspired 
Cuba to support Fidel so enthusiastically?  
 
Fulgencio (foohl-HAYN-see-oh) Batista was born to a 
humble, mixed-race family in eastern Cuba in 1901. At 
age 20, Batista joined the military 
and rose through the ranks. By 
the time he was 27, Batista was 
promoted to sergeant stenog-
rapher, which introduced him to 
the officers who would help him 
lead a successful coup five years 
later. 
 
Despite the backing of the United 
States as Cuba inched toward 
democracy, the government of 
Ramón Grau—a doctor and 
academic turned politico—failed 
to consolidate power in 1933.  
 
As violent riots erupted across Cuba, Batista seized 
power. After installing a puppet president, Batista 
became the chief of the armed forces until 1940, when he 
was officially elected president of Cuba.  

Cover of Time Magazine 
April 21st, 1952 
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The United States, impressed with Batista’s show of 
strength and desiring an ally in the region to help stamp 
out communism, officially recognized the new government 
within a week and remained one of Batista’s most 
important and faithful supporters until the late 1950s. 
 
Since Cuba’s constitution prevented presidents from 
serving two consecutive terms, Batista was forced to eat 
crow, relinquishing power back to the very guy he sacked 
in the coup—Ramón Grau. Peacefully stepping aside, 
Batista was elected to the senate as he made his second 
move toward the presidency.  
 
Finding free elections to be less than predictable—and 
facing popular opponents like the young Fidel Castro—
Batista staged a second coup in 1952, after which he 
promptly dissolved the country’s constitution, suspended 
the right to strike, and outlawed political formations.  
 
In 1953, Batista quickly and brutally stamped out 
Castro’s first communist rebellion. To stimulate the 
economy (and line his own pockets), Batista turned 
Havana into the “Latin Las Vegas.” He allowed large-
scale gambling, which attracted wealthy Americans,  
as well as mafia bosses, who trafficked drugs through  
the city.  
 
Wide-scale corruption and graft followed, led by Batista 
personally. U.S. backing of Batista remained strong, 
though, since American businesses thrived on the island. 
Playing the game, Batista held a presidential election in 
1954—with himself as the sole candidate on the ticket.  
 
Batista’s dictatorship intensified. Media censorship—in 
the form of imprisonment and torture of political 
challengers, as well as increased military police presence 
in the streets—set the stage for much-needed change. 
Following another election in 1958, widely believed to be 
rigged, Batista finally lost the support of the United 
States, and the revolution was underway. On New Year’s 
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Day in 1959, Batista fled to the Dominican Republic and 
left the Cuban people in the capable, criminal, and soon-
to-be communistic hands of Fidel Castro. 
 

Event :: The Bay of Pigs Invasion 
If you were searching for a specific event in history when 
the relationship between the United States and Cuba 
became irreparably severed, the Bay of Pigs Invasion 
would be it.  
 
Shortly after denouncing the dictatorship of Fulgencio 
Batista, in 1959, Fidel Castro introduced his own 
authoritarian government. From the American 
perspective, Castro was yet another in a long line of 
potential dictators-in-waiting from Hispanic nations who 
would have to be dealt with. 
 
Americans typically have three general rules for foreign 
nations:  

1. Don’t mess with American businesses.  
2. Don’t mess with American tourists.  
3. Don’t mess with American oil. 

 
In the 1960s, a fourth hot button was in place: Don’t even 
think about communism.   
 
While largely sparing American tourists (#2 above), Fidel 
Castro lit the fuse on the other three. After Cuba decided 
to buy its petroleum from the Soviet Union, the U.S.-
owned refineries in Cuba countered by refusing to process 
it. Fine, said Castro, absorbing Uncle Sam’s counter-
punch. He then landed a haymaker of his own, seizing 
control of the refineries.23  
 
In one fell swoop, Castro messed with American 
businesses and American oil in the name of communism.  
No bueno, said America.    
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Recruiting Cuban exiles, the U.S. Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA) trained these men in the hopes of invading 
Cuba, overthrowing Castro, and eradicating the 
communist threat that loomed 90 miles from American 
shores.  
 
The primary concern behind the Bay of Pigs Invasion—
initiated by President Dwight D. Eisenhower and 
eventually bungled by President John F. Kennedy—was 
national plausible deniability. Deliberately interceding to 
overthrow a national government, while not unprece-
dented in American history, was not something we 
wanted to get caught doing.       
 
So, with the goal of destroying Castro’s military aircraft, 
the CIA repainted old World War II bombers to look like 
Cuban air force planes and then crafted an elaborate 
ruse. Claiming that a Cuban defector was attacking 
Cuba’s own air force base in response to the Castro 
dictatorship, the United States was able to avoid any 
perceived involvement.   
 
However, when photos of the disguised planes revealed 
that they were clearly not assets of the Cuban air force, 
President Kennedy was forced to cancel phase two of the 
invasion: the scheduled American airstrikes in support of 
the Cuban revolutionaries, who were already battling 
Castro’s troops on the island.  
 

 
 Source: Wikipedia 
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Hung out to dry in the swampy Bahía de Cochinos—or 
“Bay of Pigs”—the Cuban exiles never stood a chance. 
Some 20,000 Cuban soldiers were waiting for these neo-
revolutionaries.   
 
An estimated 75 percent of the Cuban exiles fighting in 
the Bay of Pigs Invasion ended up in Cuban prisons. 
Twenty months later, Kennedy negotiated their release, 
which included sending $53 million worth of medicine and 
baby food to the Cuban government. (I can picture how 
the deal went down . . . “Castro: All right, final offer: $53 
million in cash, 12,000 gallons of Robitussin, and 642 
pallets of Gerber baby food. Go heavy on the Apple & 
Apricots—Cuban babies love that.)24 
 
Following the failure for the Bay of Pigs, Castro consoli-
dated even more power in Cuba, capitalizing on the 
David-versus-Goliath narrative, which he rode out 
successfully until his final days. 

 
Place :: Guantánamo Bay 
Mention Guantánamo Bay, and two things come to my 
mind: 9/11 terrorists in orange jumpsuits, and Jack 
Nicholson in a tan officer’s suit—albeit for very different 
reasons. I specifically recall one of my favorite lines of 
Jack’s as Colonel Nathan R. Jessup from the 1992 film  
A Few Good Men: 
 

I run my base how I run my base. You want to 
investigate me, roll the dice and take your chances. I 
eat breakfast 300 yards from 4,000 Cubans who are 
trained to kill me. So don’t think for one second that 
you can come down here, flash a badge, and make 
me nervous. 
 

Considering the mutual animosity between the United 
States and Cuba over the past 65 years (which may or 
may not include Tom Cruise’s portrayal as Lt. Daniel  
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Kaffee alongside Mr. Nicholson), how and why does the 
United States own part of the island that houses the 
infamous U.S. Naval base Guantánamo Bay?  
 
In 1898, after assisting Cuba with the removal of the 
Spanish crown from the island, the United States decided 
it would like to have a naval base there . . . forever.  
 
After squatting for five years, the United States secured a 
perpetual lease on the base, located at the southeastern 
tip of the island, from the Cuban government in 1903. 
 
The yearly rent for Gitmo (as it is affectionately called) is 
a mere $4,085.25 Keep this in mind when railing against 
the U.S. government’s ineptitude at the international 
negotiating table.  
 
Best of all, because the Castro government does not see 
the United States’ lease on Guantánamo Bay as 
legitimate, it has refused to cash the annual checks since 
the Bay of Pigs Invasion, in 1961.  
  
Guantánamo Bay has 
been a lightning rod of 
controversy as the 
United States has 
housed—and 
occasionally 
waterboarded—
prisoners there from 
Afghanistan and Iraq. 
Gitmo has earned 
criticism, both 
internationally and 
domestically, for the 
mistreatment and indefinite detention of inmates. 
 
However, the smart money is on the United States 
keeping the base active. President Obama was 
unsuccessful at closing Guantánamo Bay during his two 

Image ©Washington Post 
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terms, and the Trump administration doesn’t seem too 
keen on shuttering it anytime soon.  

 

Concept :: Operación Pedro Pan 
Shortly after Fidel Castro seized control of Cuba, in 1959, 
it became clear to many Cubans that the nation was 
headed from bad to worse. Fearful of more violence, 
political repression, and communist indoctrination, 
parents desperately searched for ways to keep their 
children safe.  
 
In November of 1960, a Cuban man brought a 15-year-old 
boy to the director of the Catholic Welfare Bureau in 
Miami, Florida, Father Bryan Walsh. Recently arrived 
from Cuba, the boy, named Pedro, needed foster care. 
Aware of the deteriorating conditions in Cuba and the 
resulting rise in refugee migration to the United States 
(which included children), Father Walsh knew there 
would almost certainly be many more “Pedros” arriving 
soon. So he coordinated with then-President Eisenhower’s 
administration, which ensured that government funds 
would be appropriated for the care of unaccompanied 
Cuban minors.26 
 
From December 1960 to October 1962, more than 14,000 
Cuban youths arrived alone in the United States. What is 
now known as Operación Pedro Pan (or “Operation Peter 
Pan,” because of all the children who were cast out into 
the world without their parents), this mass migration was 
the largest coordinated exodus of unaccompanied minors 
in the Western Hemisphere.     
 
My father-in-law, Fernando Meana, came to the United 
States as part of Operación Pedro Pan. He arrived in 
Miami at the age of 17 on one of the two daily Pan Am 
flights that shuttled Cuban youths to America. An only 
child, he would have to wait seven years before finally 
being reconnected with his mother. He never saw his 
father again. After spending a few weeks in Miami, my 
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father-in-law was relocated to an orphanage in 
Marquette, Michigan, in the Upper Peninsula.  
 
As sad as it was for my father-in-law and his father, their 
situation was an all-too-familiar reality for many in Cuba. 
Once the Castro regime had consolidated power and it 
became increasingly difficult to escape Cuba, many 
parents had to face the horror of never seeing their 
children again.  
 

Concept :: The Triple Package 
Despite the ongoing political chatter about the lack of 
upward mobility for minority groups in the United States, 
several manage to flourish consistently. How? 
  
Amy Chua and Jed Rubenfeld, authors of The Triple 
Package: How Three Unlikely Traits Explain the Rise and 
Fall of Cultural Groups in America, examine the three 
characteristics they argue have lifted certain minority 
groups in this country.27  
This is the triple package: 
 

1. Superiority complex 
2. Inferiority complex 
3. Grit 

 
In addition to Chinese, Nigerians, Mormons, Iranians, 
and Jews, the authors assert, Cubans have the triple-
package DNA. 
  
Superiority complex 
Believing that you are better than other people is not  
a particularly popular sentiment to voice at a dinner 
party—but it can be an asset. When Castro took over 
Cuba, the professional, educated class (doctors, lawyers, 
academics, entrepreneurs) was the first to grasp where 
the future of Cuba was headed. These individuals were 
also the first to leave, which Castro encouraged. 
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The educated elite identified themselves as political 
refugees. They were driven from their home country by 
communist forces, enabled in no small part by the failure 
of the United States (see Event: The Bay of Pigs Invasion 
on page 81). Unlike other Hispanic ethnicities actively 
emigrating out of self-interest or opportunity, Cubans 
claimed they came to the U.S. because they had to. 
 
More than semantics alone, the designation of “political 
refugee” provides preferential treatment under U.S. 
immigration statutes. 
 
Furthermore, President Lyndon B. Johnson signed the 
Cuban Adjustment Act in 1966, which exempts Cubans 
from immigration quotas. Unlike other immigrants 
arriving in the United States, Cubans don’t have to prove 
family ties. They only have to pass a criminal background 
check. After a year in the country, they may apply for 
legal permanent residence. 
 
Inferiority complex 
How can you have a superiority complex and an 
inferiority complex? It’s more common than you might 
think. 
  
The late co-founder and CEO of Apple, Steve Jobs, spoke 
openly about the effects of his adoption—about not being 
wanted. Andy Grove, former CEO of Intel, popularized 
the notion of perpetual paranoia despite massive success. 
  
And have you seen Michael Jordan’s acceptance speech 
into the National Basketball Association Hall of Fame? 
 
Oh boy. It was your basic “look at me now” speech. As if 
someone like Michael Jordan needed to prove anything to 
anyone anymore.  
 
Giant ego? Check. 
Inferiority complex? Check. 
Minority groups often share this same attitude. 
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This successful, educated class of Cubans landed in the 
United States with little or nothing. They had to start 
over. Doctors who were performing surgeries a month 
prior were now washing dishes for pennies a day. 
Professors who were mentoring PhD candidates 
seemingly yesterday were propping ladders in orange 
trees for 14 hours a day.  
 
I can only imagine their urge to ask constantly, “Do you 
know who I am and what I was in Cuba?” 
 
Grit 
The authors of The Triple Package call it “impulse 
control,” but what we’re really talking about here is grit. 
Stick-to-itiveness. The drive to persevere despite the 
challenges. In a 2014 article, journalist Rick Sanchez 
notes: 
 

[Cubans] were able to work together to build wealth 
because of what they did share. Almost all Cubans 
arrived in the U.S. with a will to excel based on their 
resentment at what they had lost. They were all 
starting over. They’ve shared a history, a religion, a 
language, and a culture.28 

 
My father-in-law is an example of grit. Before arriving to 
the orphanage in Marquette, Michigan, he had never seen 
snow.  
 
And Marquette had never seen a Cuban.  
 
With no winter coat and no English skills, my father-in-
law worked hard. After graduating from high school, he 
moved to Chicago and attended college there. He 
developed his draftsman skills and later opened his own 
architecture firm. In the decades to follow, his firm 
became a million-dollar business, employing dozens.  
 
Asked about it today, the 72-year-old responds with an 
unassuming shrug. It was what he had to do, he says. It 
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wasn’t easy, but nothing was going to stop him from 
achieving the American Dream, even if his dream initially 
was simply to go home.    
 
My father-in-law’s success is not an aberration. Within a 
few decades, Cuban exiles, starting from scratch, boasted 
more companies on the New York Stock Exchange than 
any other immigrant group.29 
 
Among Hispanic immigrants, Cubans have higher levels 
of education and income. Rick Sanchez notes that the 
comparisons transcend Hispanic groups—by 2000, a mere 
four decades after arrival, there was a higher percentage 
of Cuban exiles earning more than $50,000 a year 
compared to white Americans.       
 

Dish :: Paella 
Paella (py-AY-yah), similar to many Cuban citizens, has 
its roots in Spain. Cuban-style paella, however, calls for a 
unique mix of ingredients including lobster and clams, as 
well as chorizo and chicken. The combination of seafood, 
meat, vegetables, and saffron-flavored rice creates an 
incredible dish, one my mother-in-law lovingly prepares 
twice each year for holidays. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Image ©iStockphoto – Lena Zap 
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4 El Salvador 
The Savior.  
 
Status Update  
There is a certain not-so-subtle irony behind a country 
whose name means “The Savior” when the chances of 
meeting your maker increases significantly just by 
visiting it. 
 
After a rise in violence in the summer of 2015, the current 
murder rate in El Salvador—the smallest nation in 
Central America30—is among the highest in the world, 
with an annual rate of 103.1 murders per 100,000 citizens 
for 2015.  
 
As a comparison, the murder rate in the United States 
per 100,000 is 4.5. 
 
Within the borders of El Salvador, the country’s people 
face threats of gang violence in the form of kidnapping 
and murder. Outside the country, their relationship with 
Honduras—their much larger neighbor to the east—is 
just as tense. In fact, the entire region (El Salvador, 
Honduras, Belize, and Guatemala) is tense, as Honduras 
is the most murderous nation in the world per capita. El 
Salvador is second, followed by Belize (#5) and Guatemala 
(#8).31 
 
El Salvador has been fraught with violence for decades. A 
civil war raged there for twelve years (from1980 to 1992), 
killing more than 75,000 citizens and driving another 20 
percent out of the country.  
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The Ronald Reagan administration was active in El 
Salvador’s civil war, sending military advisers, financial 
aid, and arms to support the Salvadoran government 
against Marxist guerrillas.    
 
Even though El Salvador, in 1992, formally (and 
publically) declared its country’s civil war over, war rages 
on to this day, and much of the nation is in poverty. 
Political corruption feeds the social instability, most 
notably the arrest and imprisonment of ex-president Elias 
Antonio Saca on embezzlement and money-laundering 
charges in 2016.32 
 
Yet despite these challenges, El Salvador’s GDP has 
actually grown incrementally over the past two years.  
In September 2015, El Salvador kicked off a five-year, 
$277 million compact with the Millennium Challenge 
Corporation—a U.S.-government agency aimed at 
stimulating economic growth and reducing poverty—to 
improve El Salvador’s competitiveness and productivity  
in international markets. 

 

Person :: General Maximiliano Hernández Martínez 
El Salvador has seen its fair share  
of totalitarian dictators, but General 
Maximiliano Hernández Martínez 
stands above the rest.  
  
Hernández Martínez rose quickly in 
the military, earning the status of 
brigadier general by 1919. With a 
penchant for politics, he came into 
office as vice president in 1931, just 
as the Great Depression was 
devastating the Americas.  
 
As coffee prices collapsed globally, demand for El 
Salvador’s largest export suddenly vanished. The 
resulting lack of income exacerbated the divide between 
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rich and poor. Nine months after becoming vice president, 
a military coup led to the arrest of Hernández Martínez.  
 
As proof of his political talents, Hernández Martínez 
emerged from the coup as president, leveraging his 
military background for political gain among the rebels. 
Hernández Martínez was backed by the cafetalera (“coffee 
industry”) oligarchy, which wanted to stop the growing 
communist presence in El Salvador and maintain its 
place at the top of the economic food chain.  
 
While the coffee elites were pleased with Hernández 
Martínez, the peasants doing the work were not. Six 
weeks after the coup, a peasant rebellion erupted in the 
coffee plantations of western El Salvador. The 1932 
insurgency was initially successful, taking control of 
several municipalities.  
 
Then Hernández Martínez dropped the hammer.   
 
In what is now known as La Matanza (“The Massacre”), 
the forces of Hernández Martínez murdered anywhere 
from 10,000 to 30,000 Salvadoran campesinos 
(“peasants”). Within a week, the rebellion was quashed 
and the dictatorship of Hernández Martínez was crystal 
clear to the nation of El Salvador.33 
 
Despite his ruthless leadership, Hernández Martínez still 
managed to usher in stability and some advances to the 
nation. He created a national mortgage bank and 
established a central reserve. He also implemented 
women’s suffrage. 
 
However, the modest progress wasn’t enough to 
counteract the brutal repression carried out by his 
regime—which, in the end, proved too much for even 
Hernández Martínez himself. He was ousted in 1944 after 
a revolt in May of that year. He fled to Honduras 
afterward and lived in exile until 1966, when he was 
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stabbed to death by his chauffeur, whose father had been 
a victim of Hernández Martínez’s dictatorship. 
 
Even after his death, though, the brutal legacy of 
Hernández Martínez endured. The tactics he used while 
in power provided a violent playbook for future 
Salvadoran strongmen. And the message he had made so 
painfully clear to the peasant class—that any resistance 
to his regime would be stamped out by slaughter—
contributed to the growing anger and resentment that 
eventually led to civil war decades later. 
 

Event :: The 100-Hour War 
Sports have a unique capacity to unite people. But much 
like the 1968 Philadelphia Eagles fans who threw 
snowballs at Santa Claus during a football game (yes, this 
really happened, by an aggrieved Eagles fan base who 
were none too pleased with their losing season that year), 
it can also bring out the worst in people.  
 
In this case, the sport was fútbol, the year was 1969, and 
the setting was a trio of FIFA World Cup qualifier 
matches between neighboring nations El Salvador and 
Honduras, games that would plunge these Central 
American countries into all-out war. 
 
Tensions were already high as more than 100,000 
Salvadorans were living in Honduras illegally, 
desperately looking for employment opportunities. 
Thousands more had settled on the border between the 
two countries. Discussions of border enforcement and job-
stealing undocumented workers abounded. Over the next 
18 days, El Salvador and Honduras would battle on the 
pitch three times to determine who would qualify for the 
1970 World Cup, to be played the next year just up the 
road in Mexico.   
 
On June 8, in the Honduran capital of Tegucigalpa, the 
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Honduran national team won 1–0. Violence between the 
fans ensued.  
 
One week later, in the Salvadoran capital of San 
Salvador, El Salvador issued a beatdown, winning 3–0. 
Once again, violence between fans ensued. 
 
Nine days later in Mexico City, the rubber match was set. 
Winner take all.   
 
This third and final match of the month of June 196934 
required extra time. El Salvador won, 3–2. Violence 
between fans, predictably, ensued.  
 
Less predictable, however, was the Salvadoran army, 
which commenced an air strike on Honduras, along with  
a ground invasion of the country. Four days later, the 
Organization of American States (OAS) broke up the 
fight, but not before the deaths of over 2,000 people on 
each side. In the end, more than 300,000 Salvadorans 
were displaced from their homes.  
 
Although some viewed it as merely a regionally charged, 
sports-influenced aberration, the 100-Hour War reflected 
not only the social and political instability in El Salvador 
at the time but also the tensions that arise today all over 
the world as a result of a mass immigration of people 
competing for resources and a better future.35 
 

Concept :: Mara Salvatrucha (MS-13)  
As discussed earlier in this section, U.S. involvement in 
El Salvador’s civil war was explicit. We were actively 
trying to enact change in a foreign country, which 
resulted in the unfortunate deaths of thousands. In other, 
more indirect methods, Uncle Sam has irrevocably 
contributed to the current state of affairs in El Salvador.  
 
The Mara Salvatrucha, or MS-13, is one example. 
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Mara Salvatrucha is an international gang known for its 
brutality and a cultural moral code built on merciless 
revenge. The “Salva” in Salvatrucha is derived from El 
Salvador, while “trucha” means tricky, or street smart.36 
Instantly recognizable are the elaborate Mara tattoos that 
cover the bodies and faces of the gang’s members.  
 
In addition to Honduras, Mexico, and other Central 
American nations, los maras are the driving force behind 
most of the violence in El Salvador. Now then, can you 
guess the birthplace of MS-13? If your guess was 
somewhere in Central America—guess again. 
 
It was actually in Los Angeles, California.  
 
FBI.gov reports the presence of MS-13 in at least 42 
states, and the District of Columbia and has about 6,000 
to 10,000 members nationwide.37  
 
Here’s how it happened.  
 
As the civil war in El Salvador raged for over a decade, 
more than 20 percent of the population fled. Many landed 
in California. With little structural support to integrate 
these political refugees, local gangs offered work, income, 
and a sense of family.  
 
A devastatingly brutal family, but a family nonetheless.        
  
As gang members tend to do, they racked up criminal 
records large and small. This placed many Maras on the 
radar of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency and the U.S. 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement. Between 2000 
and 2004, tens of thousands of these Central American 
immigrants were deported to El Salvador.   
 
Many of these American-raised Salvadorans arrived in El 
Salvador, a place they’d never known, with only their 
affiliations to maras (like MS-13 or its arch rival gang,  
M-18), to guide them. Under the Obama administration, 
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more than 2 million deportees provided a natural 
recruitment and integration process for maras in El 
Salvador. 
 
The Salvadoran government has been ineffective in 
reducing mara violence. In August of 2015, the BBC 
Mundo (“BBC World”) reported that El Salvador’s 
Supreme Court officially declared MS-13 and M-18 as 
terrorist groups. Living up to their new label, Salvadoran 
gangs took the lives of 220 people that week. 
 
While there is relatively little media coverage in the 
United States on the topic, El Salvador and Honduras 
represent failed states—the governments are no longer  
in control of the gang violence driven by los maras that 
preoccupies the nations.  
 

Place :: Joya de Cerén 
El Salvador may be Jersey-sized, but it has its own 
beautiful shore with active and dormant volcanoes.  
One of the most impressive places to visit is Joya de 
Cerén (HOY-yah day say-RAYN), also known as the 
Pompeii of the New World.  
 
Designated a World Heritage site by the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO), Joya de Cerén offers visitors a unique 
opportunity to glimpse how the Maya people of 1,500 
years ago lived.  
 
Joya de Cerén was founded in what is now La Libertad in 
El Salvador. In AD 600, an eruption from the nearby 
Loma Caldera volcano devastated the settlement yet 
preserved it under layers of volcanic ash. Discovered in 
1976, this archeological site offers amazing insight into 
the daily life of a pre-Hispanic village and its inhabitants. 
Everything from a sauna to half-consumed ears of corn 
was preserved.  
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Joya de Cerén plays an important role in connecting 
modern-day Salvadorans with their indigenous past and 
serves as a famous reminder of their presence prior to the 
Conquista.38  
 

Dish :: La pupusa 
It is impossible to visit El Salvador—or have dinner at a 
Salvadoran household—without becoming acquainted 
with pupusas (pooh-POOH-sahs).  
 
Pupusas are thick Salvadoran tortillas stuffed with a 
variety of ingredients, such as cheese, pork, refried 
beans—and anything else in a Salvadoran fridge.    
 
If this sounds familiar, yes, a Salvadoran pupusa is 
similar to a Mexican gordita (sure, you can imagine the 
one at Taco Bell), but don’t mention this to a Salvadoran.  
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5     
The birthplace of the Américas. 
 
Status Update 
The Dominican Republic is located in the Caribbean, in 
between two other countries on our top-five list: Cuba and 
Puerto Rico. The Dominican Republic occupies two-thirds 
of the island, while Haiti resides on the remaining 
western third.  
 
With its beautiful landscapes and rich history, the 
Dominican Republic is the most visited country in the 
Caribbean.   
 
The current president, Danilo Medina, took office in 2012 
and has instituted a series of reforms that have had a 
positive impact on the economy. The country has been the 
fastest-growing economy in the Americas in recent years 
due to expanded mining operations and tourism.   
 
Amidst the national improvements, though, heritage.org 
reports that corruption is a serious problem at all levels of 
government in the Dominican Republic, including the 
judiciary and security forces, as well as in the private 
sector. 
 
Two similarities with the United States are immediately 
apparent in the Dominican Republic: income inequality 
and illegal immigrants. The poorest half of the population 
receives less than one-fifth of GDP, while the richest 10 
percent enjoys nearly 40 percent of GDP.39  
 

Republic 

Dominican 
Puerto Rico

Cuba
Dominican Republic

Haiti
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The Dominican Republic and Haiti share their Caribbean 
island, and race-based conflicts have been common. Due 
to Haiti’s proximity, the competition for natural 
resources, and a historically fraught relationship between 
the two countries, the Dominican Republic has enforced 
stringent measures against Haitians perceived to be 
living in the country illegally.  
 
In 2013, a ruling by the Dominican Republic Supreme 
Court that limited the rights of hundreds of thousands of 
unlawfully present Haitians (and their Dominican-born 
children) to obtain citizenship triggered international 
criticism.40  
 

Person :: Rafael Leónidas Trujillo y Molina 
When examining the history of the Dominican Republic, 
the conversation almost always starts and ends with 
Trujillo (trooh-HEE-yoh).  
 
Trujillo is still considered 
one of the most corrupt 
and brutal dictators ever 
known in Latin America, 
rather impressive given his 
close proximity to the 
Castro brothers in 
neighboring Cuba.  
 
Similar to many cases 
around the globe, Trujillo 
rose to power under the 
guidance and influence of 
the United States, only to 
be taken down decades later, in part, by those same 
forces.  
 
The United States first occupied the Dominican Republic 
from 1916 until 1924 as a result of concerns about the 
instability on the island after the Dominican Republic 
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gained independence from Haiti in 1844. As tends to 
happen with American nation-building efforts over time, 
public sentiment in the United States turned against our 
occupying another Caribbean island (see: Puerto Rico on 
page 70).    
 
Trujillo joined the Dominican Republic National Guard in 
1918 and established himself quickly, formally leading 
the country’s national police force by 1928. By leveraging 
the national militia as a political tool, Trujillo successfully 
overtook the Dominican Republican government as 
president after a brutal campaign of torture and 
intimidation against political opponents. He then quickly 
dropped any pretense of a democratic political process.  
 
Trujillo’s ruthlessness became obvious in 1937 when he 
ordered a Haitian cleansing in the country, massacring 
thousands of Haitians living in the Dominican Republic. 
Using similar tactics employed by the Castro regime in 
Cuba, the Trujillo regime quickly tortured and 
exterminated any dissenters, while the media was strictly 
censored by Trujillo himself.41    
 
His megalomania rising over his three decades in rule, 
Trujillo renamed the capital city of Santo Domingo 
“Ciudad Trujillo.” The province of San Cristobal was 
updated to “Trujillo,” and the nation’s highest peak, Pico 
Duarte, was renamed, yep, you guessed it, “Pico Trujillo.”  
 
As news of Trujillo’s dictatorship spread globally, it 
became harder for the United States to tacitly condone 
and enjoy beneficial trade relationships with him. At the 
same time, the oppressed nation began to push back 
against the generalísimo.By the early 1960s, Dominican 
dissidents were receiving arms and cash from the U.S. 
Central Intelligence Agency to speed the end of the 
Trujillo regime. And in 1961, Trujillo was assassinated.  
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Event :: The governorship of Christopher Columbus 
You undoubtedly know the grade school rhyme about 
Columbus sailing the ocean blue in 1492. Columbus’ 
second stop (after the Bahamas) was the island of 
Hispaniola, the future home of Haiti and the Dominican 
Republic. Like most newly “discovered” lands by 
Europeans, there was a native population that had 
already been living there for centuries. 
 
Nonetheless, the capital city of Santo Domingo became 
the first colony, and Columbus served as its governor 
until 1499.        
 
It is thanks to Columbus’ arrival in Hispaniola that the 
Dominican Republic is thought of as the birthplace of the 
Americas. It boasts the first cathedral, hospital, and 
university in all of Latin America and the Caribbean.  
 

Place :: Punta Cana 
Punta Cana, located on the eastern-most edge of the 
Dominican Republic, is a city of about 43,000 that has 
become a popular vacation destination. With beaches 
facing both the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean, 
Punta Cana has something to offer not only to its visitors 
but also to the natives who make a living there.  
 

Concept :: Ecotourism 
The Dominican Republic has been a leader in ecotourism, 
putting tourists to work to improve its natural habitats 
while raising awareness of the beautiful ecology around 
the island nation.    
 
Ecotourism represents an effort both to stimulate the 
economy at a local level and to protect and restore the 
Dominican natural environment. 
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Tourists have the opportunity to become certified within  
a day and participate in a coral restoration project, which 
helps transplant fragments of coral to a nursery so that 
they may grow and be restored back to the reef.42 This 
project provides jobs to local divers and raises awareness 
for the need to protect our coral reefs while also allowing 
visitors to contribute in a very meaningful way to their 
host country.  
 

Dish :: Sancocho dominicano de siete carnes 
Sancocho (sahn-KOH-choh) is a meat and vegetable stew. 
The fancier version calls for seven different meats (i.e., 
siete carnes), while a simpler sancocho can be made with 
beef alone.  
 
In the Dominican Republic, sancocho dominicano 
represents more than just a tasty dish brimming with 
meat and veggies—it is symbolic of community and 
culture, seen often at baptisms and weddings. 
 

 
 
 
 
FROM HISPANIC BACKGROUND TO CULTURAL 
FOREGROUND 
Now that you have enhanced your understanding of the 
historical background that influences how Hispanics 
think—about themselves and the United States—we will 
now dive into the eight cultural dimensions that drive the 
behavior of Hispanic workers on the job.    
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